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DEDICATION

This report is dedicated to Dr. George Kenneth Green. Ken

was the most extraordinary individual I have ever worked with.

He had an encyclopedic knowledge in physics, electronics, power

engineering, construction, structures, mechanical engineering,

contracts and procurement and on and on. He also had total recall

of almost anything he had ever worked with. If you had forgotten

some point about one of your own projects, Ken could fill in the

gaps. He also had an uncanny ability to look at a component or

system, either in the drawing stage, construction phase or as

completed, and immediately point out potential problems. He was

approachable by anyone, technician, engineer cr physicist. He

would listen and act on any useful suggestions and give the credit

to the originator. Ken, of course, went on to spearhead the

construction of the AGS and served as the Accelerator Department

Chairman for many years. He, with Renate Chasman, contributed

much of the effort on the concept and design of the Synchrotron

Light Source.

He has been missed, as an accelerator pioneer and as a

friend.
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ELECTRON ANALOGUE

Introduction
M. Plotkin

In 1952, at about the time the Cosmotron was being completed, a paper was published1

which changed the way future accelerators would be built. To scale the 3.3 GeV energy of the
Cosmotron by a factor of ten, and using the same method of construction, would require a
magnet structure too large to be built.

The Cosmotron utilized a weak-focusing magnet system. The 1952 paper proposed the
principle of strong focusing, alternating gradient, magnets to reduce the required beam aperture
by a very large factor. The amount of focusing provided by the new system seemed so efficient
that Stan Livingston was looking into a 100 GeV accelerator which would have a 2" diameter
beam pipe and which would not even need to be level. It would follow the natural contour of
the terrain and the strong focusing would still keep the beam in the aperture! This machine did
not get built.

After many deliberations the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron was decided upon with a
design energy of 33 GeV, ten times that of the Cosmotron. The debate on how high to go in
energy was carried on over a long period of time and Hildred Blewett proposed a name for the
machine, AGNES, for Alternating Gradient, Nebulous Energy, Synchrotron.

There were two particular parts of the AGS concept which presented some uncertainties,
the first was the problem of beam survival at phase transition and the second the beam behavior,
and possible loss, due to resonances. Particles are injected at low energy and velocity, and are
accelerated by an rf system which generates a high sinusoidal voltage on a gap. The particles
pass through the gap when the voltage is about half the peak, or a phase angle of about 30°.

The particles occupy a bunch with a finite width, and with a spread of energies. The
particles with higher energy move faster than those with less energy. Going faster, they tend to
move toward the head of the bunch, where they arrive at the accelerating gap earlier than the
bunch center when the phase is less than 30°. Thus they get a smaller kick and move back
toward the bunch center. Conversely the slower particles speed up and also move back toward
the center. This results in overall focusing and a tight bunch.

But the faster particles also move in orbits toward the outside edge of the bunch, and thus
have a longer way to go around the circumference than the slower ones. At a certain energy the
speed comes so close to the speed of light that the increased distance just balances the increased

'Courant, E.D., Livingston, M.S., Snyder, H.S., The Strong Focusing Synchrotron - A New
High Energy Accelerator Phys. Rev. 88, 1190-96, 1952.
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speed, and the phase focusing disappears. At higher energy all particles move at almost the
same speed, so that the more energetic particles now take longer to go around.
To restore phase focusing one has to switch the rf phase from 30° to 150°.

This is the "phase transition" which worried the AGS staff. Would it be practicably
possible to do the phase switch fast enough so as to restore phase stability before the beam got
lost? Theory said yes, but there were skeptics.

Another potential problem arises from the transverse oscillations. When the beam
circulates in an accelerator of this type it undergoes oscillations in both horizontal and vertical
orientations as it goes around the machine. These are referred to as "betatron oscillations". It
is necessary, of course, for the beam to stay within the available aperture or it will be lost. The
general range of these oscillations, the number of times it makes a complete cycle during each
rotation, is determined by the machine design. The amplitude of these oscillations is influenced
strongly by the accuracy of the machine components and their accuracy of placement on the
desired orbit. In the Analogue the range for v, the betatron oscillation frequency, was chosen
to be between six and seven.

This v cannot be an integral number. If it was, any perturbation in the machine would
kick the beam the same way on each revolution and the beam would quickly blow up and be lost
on the walls of the guide lenses. Even half integral values of v, such as 6 1/2, would cause loss
of the beam since any perturbation would be reinforced every two revolutions. Even third
integral resonances, such as v =6 1/3, 6 2/3, can blow up the beam but to a lesser extent than
integral or half integral resonances. Some non-integral or non-fractional integral number must
be selected for successful operation.

The specific value of v is set, for vertical and horizontal resonances, by the vertical and
horizontal quadrupole lenses. The degree to which these resonances might affect the beam was
not completely certain for the AGS.

The Electron Analogue was constructed to prove the capability of the AGS to operate
without excessive beam loss, at transition or due to resonance blow up. On August 21, 1953 Dr.
L.J. Haworth, the BNL Director, sent a letter to Dr. T.H. Johnson, the Director of the Division
of Research of the AEC, outlining the need for the Electron Analogue and the funding it would
require. This was followed, on January 28, 1954, with "AGS Proposal #1 formally requesting
funding for the Analogue. On February 8, 1954, in less than two weeks, E.L. VanHorn, the
head of the BNL AEC office, authorized the project. These three significant documents are
included at the end of the introduction.

The test device, The Electron Analogue, was designed to accelerate electrons from 1 MeV
to 10 MeV with phase transition occurring at about 3.5 MeV. Magnets take a long time to
design, test and construct. Lee Haworth suggested that electrostatic lenses be used for the
analogue to reduce the time necessary to build the machine. The strong focusing, alternating
gradient, was provided by electrostatic lenses which were ramped with a pulsed voltage sawtooth.



analogue to reduce the time necessary to build the machine. The strong focusing, alternating
gradient, was provided by electrostatic lenses which were ramped with a pulsed voltage sawtooth.
There were electrostatic quadrupoles and sextupoles, a single gap rf system, a pickup electrode
system and the other appurtenances necessary to an accelerator. The Electron Analogue is the
only electrostatic alternating gradient, strong focusing, synchrotron ever built and, as such,
occupies a unique place in particle accelerator history.

The machine was assembled in the Test Shack, a wood frame building which had been
built just north of the original Cosmotron building. (Fig. 1) It had been used for assembly of
various parts of the Cosmotron, such as coils, pole-face windings, etc. The northwest section
of the building was chosen for the machine which had a 45 foot diameter with a radius of
curvature of 15 feet. The effective aperture was 2x2 cm.

Many peculiar problems arose during construction. The paper by Julie Spiro describes
the degaussing of the stainless steel lenses. This was done at the north end of the Cosmotron
building but, in carrying the degaussing lenses across the street to the test shack, the lenses were
remagnetized by the earth's magnetic field. This problem was overcome by having the carriers,
Garry Cottingham, Julie and others, rotate the lenses, and their bodies, as they brought the lenses
to the installation point. To a casual observer their behavior looked very weird.

Another problem at that time was the high vacuum, required in the very large volume
of the tanks. Charlie Gould rounded up a number of huge mercury diffusion pumps to provide
the 5-10xl0"7mmHg needed in the system. For that period such a vacuum, in a system that size,
represented a significant achievement.

Alignment was very critical and John Grisoli devised accurate methods for radial and
vertical positioning. Electrons are much more susceptible to perturbations than protons and even
minor disturbances in position could disrupt the beam.

Injection was from a 1 MeV Van de Graaff. As noted by Gene Raka there were a
number of start-up problems involving the injection alignment, the feedback controls and the rf,
but these were eliminated in due course.

We f aally accelerated through phase transition, with a few problems and without having
to turn on several complicated systems which had been built into the rf to overcome beam blow-
up. On the day this was accomplished we had, as a visitor, Veksler from the USSR. Veksler
was one of the inventors of the phase stability principle, simultaneously with Ed McMillan from
Berkeley.

Ken Green showed him the oscilloscope picture of the accelerated beam, Fig. 2, of the
beam bunching to transition and then debunching slightly thereafter. Veksler got very excited
and it was explained to him, twice, through a Russian interpreter, Tony Turkevitch from
Princeton. It was of great importance to the Russians, who were building a 7 GeV proton
machine with reverse bend magnets included in the lattice to avoid going through phase



After two explanations in English to Russian he asked Ken directly in German and Ken
explained it a third time in German. The fourth time Veksler asked in English and got one more
explanation. He wanted to make sure.

"f tp OUT

\

Fig. 1 Test shack interior showing the Analogue and the operating console.
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Fig. 2 Oscilloscope picture of beam passing through transition.

After a while the Analogue had another problem. It stopped working. The test shack
floor consisted of about 8" of concrete laid on leveled sand. The piles holding the vacuum tanks
sat directly on this floor. We had tested the static stability of the floor by loading weights and
it looked very acceptable. Gene Raka, Julie Spiro and I spent an arduous month checking
everything from injection on and could not get the machine to work. We finally tracked it down
to a change in the critical vertical alignment. At that time, they were building the very large
berm north of the test shack as a beam stop for extracted Cosmotron beams. Large graders and
scrapers were working constantly and the vibration had caused some differential settling of the
test shack floor. This vibration phenomenon was quite different from the static tests which had
been performed and the vertical alignment of some of the tanks had been compromised. A
realignment solved the problems.

The Analogue served its purpose and demonstrated the feasibility of going through phase
transition. The success of the AGS and the other similar machines constructed since then all
started with this simple, but unique, test facility, The Electron Analogue.



n The Electron Analogue Report

At the 1956 CERN Symposium on High Energy Particle Accelerators Ken Green
presented a paper on phase transition in the AGS in which the Electronic Analogue results are
described.2 At the same meeting Ernie Courant gave a paper on resonances in the AGS with
results from the Analogue included.3 At the APS Chicago Meeting Nov. 25, 26, 1955, six
abstracts are given in Phys. Rev. 120, 1268-9, 1955. No detailed report, however, has ever
been published.

In a memo to the Scientific Staff,dated March 8, 1956, Ken Green described the outline
and personnel responsibilities for preparing the Electron Analogue Report. Except for the theory
part, all the reports were written and submitted to Ken. Many went through more than one draft.
For 35 years the draft reports were sitting in Ken Green's fUe and then in archives and nothing
further was ever published about the Analogue, the world's only alternating gradient machine
with electrostatic lenses.

Recently, Bob Crease, a science historian consultant working on BNL history contacted
me with some questions about the Analogue. He had Ken's papers. Among the files I found
all the Analogue reports as they existed in 1956. Few people remember the Analogue, or even
the fact that it had existed.

This report presents the various sections as they had been written. The only editing has
been for typos, misspellings, minor technical errors etc. The Table of Contents, as shown, gives
the titles and authors as the papers were written which differ, in some cases, from Ken's original
outline.

To get some feeling for this accelerator many photographs have been included to expand
on the text. Where information was left out in the drafts the blank spaces show a question mark.
Some of the detailed circuit diagrams referred to in the reports have not been included. In other
cases, as noted, there are figures not included because no information is available to provide
them.

Many people contributed to the Analogue other than those who wrote the papers, among
them John Blewett, Vern Buchanan, Nick Christofilos, Ernie Courant, Dave Jacobus, Lyle
Smith and Hartland Snyder. Numerous technicians, machinists, surveyors, electricians and other
crafts were heavily involved in the bringing of the machine to its successful completion.

2Green, G.K., Phase Transition in The Alternating Gradient Accelerator, CERN Symposium
on High Energy Accelerators, Vol. 1, June 11-23, 1956, 103-105.

3Courant, E.D., Non-Linearities in the AG Synchrotron, Ibid 254-261.
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August 21, 1953

Dr. T.H. Johnson, Director
Division of Research
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington 25, D.G.

Dear Tom:

This letter concerns certain aspects of our accelerator development
program, particularly the proposed electron model.

As you know, the general development of s very high energy alternating
gradient synchrotron is proceeding actively at Brookhaven, utilizing operating
funds allocated to Basic Physics Research. As I explained in my letter of
August 12, however, these funds are insufficient to carry forward the
development as rapidly as desirable. Also, there are certain steps which
should be taken for which the expenditure of operating funds is not
appropriate. The first and most important of these is the construction of an
electron model intended to provide final assurance of the technical
feasibility of the chosen machine and, more importantly, to provide
information enabling us to design in the most effective and economical manner.
(We have no doubt of the general feasibility of accelerators of this type.)

We have given considerable thought to the requirements for such a model
and to the philosophy which should guide us in designing and building it. In
the alternating gradient synchrotron, two problems require especially careful
exploration by extensive calculation and experimental modelling. These are
the close-spaced resonances in the betatron oscillations and the shift of
phase stability at intermediate energies. It seems best to study these
problems with an electron accelerator which would be essentially an analogue
rather than an exact model. This device should, in our opinion, be designed
to yield the maximum of orbital data with a minimum of engineering
complications, especially those not applicable to a final machine. After
considerable thought we have arrived at a tentative description and list of
parameters which follow.

The device would consist of an accelerator having an orbital radius of
15 feet and an overall diameter, including the straight sections, of
approximately 45 feet; the guide and focussing fields would be electrostatic,
with electrode shapes as indicated in the sketch (full scale).



Dr. T.H. Johnsoi? Page 2.

n<o

n>o

Electrons of about 1 MeV energy would be injected from a small horizontal
Van de Graaff generator (of the 2 MeV type manufactured by the High Voltage
Engineering Corporation) so that 5X to 6% frequency modulation would be
required.

Use of a reasonably large radius helps the radio frequency and observing
equipment in frequency range where good techniques exist , and permits high
n-values which are necessary for strong alternating-gradient focussing.
(This, and phase transition, wi l l not be modeled in the Cornell machine.) A
moderate, risa rate, consistent with attainable vacuum requirements, s t i l l
permits the use of small, air-cooled amplifier tubes and a heavily loaded low-
Q rf cavity.

A tentative l i s t of parameters i s :

Radius of curvature

Over-all diameter

n

No. of periods

No. of straight sections

No. of lenses per period

Length of lens

Length of straight section

15 ft

45 ft

200

37

74

4

7.6 in.

7.6 in.



Dr. T.H. Johnson Page 3.

Field strength (magnetic type)
at injection
at 10 MeV

Field strength (electrostatic type)
at injection
at 10 MeV

Rise time

Phase transition energy

Frequency (final)

Frequency change

Volts/turn

RF power

No. of betatron wavelengths

aperture

Betatron amplitude for 10"3 rad. error

10.5 gauss
74 gauss

3 kV/cm
22 kV/cm

.01 sec

2.8 MeV

7 me

5h X

150 V

about 1 kv

about 6.2

1 X 1 in.

0.07 in.

Maximum stable amplitude, synchrotron osc.-0.16 in.

Radial spacing of betatron resonances about 0.4 in.

Vacuum requirement about 10"6 mm Hg

Total power requirements will be small and available with existing
installations. The test shack seems to be a suitable location since the ring
will be erected inside a thin magnetic shield which can be thermally insulated
and heated economically.

We estimate the cost to be approximately $600,000, distributed as shown
in the following table:

Model Direct Overhead Total

Staff S. & W. $135,000 $ 65,000 $200,000
Van de Graaff 70,000 - 70,000
Other E. & S. 130,000 - 130,000
Shops 135.000 65.000 200.000

$470,000 $130,000 $600,000



Dr. T.H. Johnson Page 4.

It is seen that total direct expense would be approximately $470,000 and
the overhead assigned by our methods of accounting would be approximately
$130,000. Since the total Laboratory overhead cost would not actually be
appreciably affected by the project, the assignment of this overhead would
result in relieving Laboratory operations of cost in approximately the same
amount. A small but finite savings to operations would also be affected by
way of shop charges since approximately one-third of the shop costs represent
fixed expenses for foremen, tool crib attendants and other helpers.

The above facts would, of course, reduce the budgetary difficulties in
which we find ourselves as a result of the present operational ceilings.
Furthermore, the construction of the model would result is some transfers of
scientific, technical and shop personnel from the operating program, resulting
in further savings. We would naturally like to minimize this by adding new
personnel either in operations or for the construction of the model. Allowing
for a reasonable compromise in this connection, I believe that our Physical
Research Program could be carried forward without too serious sacrifices by
the provision of the $600,000 required for the electron model, the additional
$100,000 promised for Applied Chemistry and $350,000 additional operating
funds for Applied Physics. Were all of this forthcoming it would not, in my
opinion, be necessary tc reduce the power level of the reactor but we would
endeavor to make all possible economies in equipment and supplies and in
overhead costs and would hold physics personnel to present levels except for a
few additions in the accelerator development work.

Sincerely yours,

Leland J. Haworth
LJH:DS Director
cc: E.L. VanHorn
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PROPOSAL FOR CONSTRUCTION DIRECTIVE
Proposal No. AGS 1
January 28, 1954

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PROPOSAL FOR ELECTRON ANALOGUE

1. Basis and Justification

In designing and constructing the 25 BeV proton synchrotron it is,
of course, essential to have all possible information regarding the behavior
of the accelerated particles under various conditions. With the help of the
NYU UNIVAC computer it has been possible to make calculations which follow
protons around an alternating gradient (strong-focusing) synchrotron for a few
hundred revolutions. However, computing these orbits requires assumptions
about the operating parameters. It is difficult to put all the parameters
into the problem, and it is almost impossible to be sure that all the factors
affecting the proton path have been included. It should also be mentioned
that the computer treats only the greatly simplified problems of a single
particle through a few hundred revolutions, rather than the bunch that is to
be taken through several million revolutions. Consequently, the theoretical
investigation, even though aided by an extensive computing program, is not
sufficient to study all the ramifications of the phase transition and reso-
nance problems. An experimental program utilizing some sort of accelerator
analogue is an essential complement.

No other machine or instrument exists in which an analogous set of
parameters may be tried. The only existing alternating gradient machine is
not so constructed that it can be used for such a program. This document
constitutes a proposal to design and construct such a device, specifically an
electron analogue, as described in the letter from Leland J. Haworth to T. H.
Johnson, dated August 21, 1953. The purpose of the analogue is not to prove
that an alternating gradient accelerator can be built since there is ample
evidence to warrant the full-scale design and construction effort now underway
for the 25 BeV machine. The analogue is necessary to produce the most
economical design of the synchrotron components. It will be used to study
alignments, to gain detailed information for the final design of the pole-tip
contour and the quadrupole and sextupole lenses, to determine the minimum
control necessary to take protons through the phase transition, to design the
pick-up electrode system, and to give the staff valuable general experience in
building, aligning, testing, and bringing in an alternating gradient machine:
Since the present estimate for the synchrotron is based on a conservative
design, namely that maximum difficulties will be experienced in accomplishing
the above, it is hoped that the analogue will tend to obviate some of the
anticipated difficulties and result in a simplified design. In particular an
analogue demonstration of phase transition and resonance phenomena may lead to
less stringent alignment and operating tolerances than are now assumed.

It will be recognized from the above that the analogue is neces-
sary to refine the particular components' design. It will not interrupt the
development of even those components whose detailed design may finally be
affected. In other words, the analogue is not expected to occasion any delay
in the progress of over-all design. Rather it is best stated as a complemen-
tary design and development effort, which will closely specify and corroborate
the final design of those components named.

11



Proposal for Construction Directive AGS 1 Page 2
2. Schematic Plans

The attached plan shows the location and general arrangement cf
the proposed construction.

3. Description and Outline Specifications

The following list gives the major parameters and components of
the proposed electron analogue:

a) Reference to the attached plan will show the general size
and arrangement of the analogue which is to be located in
the northwest corner of the Cosmotron test shack. Its
center will be 37h feet equidistant from the north and west
walls, allowing sufficient room for peripheral access.

b) The electrons will originate in a standard 2 MeV Van de
Graaff accelerator operated at 1 MeV, and be injected into
the main ring where they will be accelerated up to 10 MeV.

c) The accelerating ring has an overall diameter of 45 feet.
The particles will be guided around this orbit by 80 elec-
trostatic strong-focusing lens pairs, each pair being 14
inches long. Forty-eight correcting and adjusting lenses
(quadrupole and sextupole) will be dispersed among the guide
lenses; they will be used to test the effects of various
field shapes as well as to correct for defects in the main
lenses. All of these will be contained in 16 individual
vacuum chambers which are connected to each other by expan-
sion joints.

d) The lenses will be arranged in pairs as shown in the at-
tached sketch. Each pair is approximately 7 inches long and
will require extremely accurate alignment. All is enclosed
within a vacuum chamber which, in turn, is on 2-inch steel
base plates supported by 16 concrete piers.

e) The high vacuum will be obtained through the use of sixteen
10-inch mercury diffusion pumps serviced by a forevacuum
manifold in one large mechanical forepump. The complete
vacuum system is to be provided with 16 sets of liquid
nitrogen traps, freon-refrigerated baffles and valves.

f) The electrons will be accelerated in a single ferrite-loaded
rf accelerating cavity, the ferrite being energized by one
rf power amplifier system. The frequency will start at 7.1
me and will increase 5% during the accelerating period.

g) The guiding lens electrodes will require a voltage which
will vary from 6.4 kV to 60 kV over a period of 0.01 sec-
onds.

h) The complete system will be operated from a central console.

12



Proposal for Construction Directive AGS 1 Page 3
4. Engineering Cost Estimates

The following constitutes a summary of our present best estimates
of costs. It has not been considered necessary to include detailed unit
costs, nor othsr backup forming the basis of this estimate, since these-will
be constantly refined as detailed design progresses.

ANALOGUE COST AND MANPOWER TABLE

Comnonent

Design and Development
Van de Graaff
Injection
Lenses and Supports
Power and Cooling
Vacuum System
RF System
Control System
Building and Services

External Costs

$ 5,000
70,000
20,000
80,000
15,000
105,000
5,000
15,000
35.000

Total external costs $ 350,000

BNL Salary and Wage (30 man years) 205,000

BNL G&A on Salary and Wage 60.000
Total $ 615,000

Contingency 25.000
$ 640,000

Some of the equipment, e.g. the Van de Graaff generator, will
subsequently be available for other uses here or elsewhere.

5. Effect on Operating Budpet

Since this machine is not to be operated except to obtain data
from the large synchrotron it will have no subsequent effect on the BNL
operating budget. Its entire cost is to be born by the project.

6. Schedules

For convenience we attach a schedule for construction.

7. Methods

All design will be by BNL personnel except where purchased
components include vendors' design as part of a lump sum cost. All procure-
ment will be by means of subcontracts and/or purchase orders of the fixed-
price, competitive type. Some fabrication will be done by the BNL Central
Shop forces where close control of machine shop practice is called for.
However, production and semiproduction fabrication of components will be
purchased. Assembly test and operation will be entirely by BNL personnel.

13



Proposal for Construction Directive AGS 1 Page 4

8. Fiscal Data

The costs for this project will be charged to budget account No.
9000, with appropriate subaccounts, and assessed against the overall budget
provision for the alternating gradient synchrotron-- AEC Budget Project Number
5 - 22X - 4019.

SUBMITTED FOR APPROVAL

Associated Universities, Inc.
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Leland J. Haworth
Director
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT AUTHORIZATION

Authorization No. BNL 3-54
NY-23-54

Modification No. 1
Date: February 8, 1954

Associated Universities, Inc.
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, Long Island, New York

Attention: L. J. Haworth, Director

Gentlemen:

You are authorized to expend $640,000, including the $100,000 authorized by
the basic authorization, for the design and construction of an Electron Analog
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, in accordance with your Design and
Construction Proposal No. AGS 1 dated January 28, 1954.

Very truly yours,

E. L. Van Horn
Area Manager

15



HI The Original Outline of the Electron Analog Report

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: March 8, 1956
TO: Scientific Staff

Preparation of Report on Electron Analogue
G.K. Green

We are going to begin, immediately, to prepare the report on the Electron Analogue.
This will be issued in the form of a BNL report which will probably run to 75 or 100 pages.
We will also probably want to publish a condensed version in the RSI while the BNL report is
being processed.

The approximate outline and assignment of authors is as follows:

Parti

Introduction G.K. Green
General Description E.C. Raka and G.K. Green
Theory L. Smith, H.S. Snyder, G.K. Green
Parameters E.C. Raka, J J . Grisoli
Mechanical Assembly D.D. Jacobus, I.J. Polk, V.J. Buchanan

Alignment J.J. Grisoli
Degaussing J. Spire

Vacuum System C.L. Gould
Injection System N.C. Christofilos, J.G. Cottingham
RF System M. Plotkin, E.C. Raka, R.H. Rheaume
Lens Supply J.G. Cottingham, J. Spiro
Controls R.R. Kassner

16



PARTII

Experimental Program and Results ... Various people

Sheila Hulse will collect, edit, compile and attend to the publication of this report. All
manuscripts, when due, should be turned into her for processing.

The authors named should make an outline of their sections with a brief resume of the
general treatment they propose and an estimate of photographs and drawings. This should be
turned in by March 20, 1956. When the outlines have been coordinated, a meeting will be called
after which preparation of the manuscripts will be scheduled.

E.C. Raka will begin to outline, collect and rough out the material of Part II while the
analogue is down for realignment. When he has collected and coordinated the material in the
log books, additional assignments for Part II and the organization of Part II will be established.

We expect to find some data missing in the experiments which have been performed to
date and will fill these in when the machine is running again. We hope to add information on
the dynamic neckties, phase transition and nonlinear effects when the analogue is running again.
We expect to finish Part I of the manuscript over the next few weeks and will then complete Part
II when the machine is back on stand-by.

17



Hartland S. Snyder
March 20, 19S6

REPORT ON ELECTRON ANALOGUE, PART I

OUTLINE

THEORY

I. Selection of electrostatic deflecting and focusing system instead of one magnetic

deflecting and focusing system.

A. Comparison.

n . Selection of specific parameters.

m . Gas Scattering.

IV. The system of correcting lenses (Q, S, and O.).

V. The measurements of lens assemblies and reduction of data of lens assemblies and
reduction of data to equivalent displacement errors.

Systematic arrangement of lenses to reduce orbit wander.

No photographs or drawings.
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John Grisoli and E.C. Rika
Much 20, 1956

REPORT ON ELECTRON ANALOGUE, PART I
OUTLINE

PARAMETERS

I. List of the main parameters will be included (see below) and the reasons for the choices
made will be given unless these have been mentioned elsewhere.
Radius of curvature

Diameter

Guide field electrode aperture

Transition energy

Field gradient index

Number of double unit cells

Injection energy

Maximum energy

Rise time

RF frequency

Energy gain per turn

Repetition rate

Pressure

Betatron oscillation frequency

Maximum possible change in v

Quadrupole lens aperture

Sextupole lens aperture

Octupole lens aperture

no.: aotographs or drawings

P

D

A,

Er

n

N

E,

*u

t

f

eVsin<po

R

P

V

A*

A P ^

APiea

APoct

= 15"

= 45"

= (0.8")2

= 2.5 MeV

= 225

= 40

= 1.0 MeV

= 10 MeV

= 5-10X10"5 sec

= 7 Me

= 150-300 eV

= 6 cycles per sec

= 5-10X10-' mmofHg

= 6.3

= 1.5

= (0.88")2

= (0.86-)2

= (0.85")2
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E.C. Raka
March 20, 1956

REPORT ON ELECTRON ANALOGUE, PART I.

OUTLINE
THE RADIO FREQUENCY ACCELERATION SYSTEM

I. The Frequency and Phase Control System.

A. System requirements and discussion of methods used to meet them.

B. Block diagram of the entire rf system and description of how the necessary
functions are performed.

C. The variable phase shifters will be described briefly.

1 Drawing: being made Block Diagram
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J. Spiro
March 20, 1956

Preliminary First Draft Completed

REPORT ON ELECTRON ANALOGUE, PART I

OUTLINE
DEGAUSSING

I. Introduction

A. How the problem arose.

1. Preliminary survey
2. Evidence of stray fields from hardware and correcting lenses.

II. Outline of Degaussing Program.

A. Complete orbit survey using magnetometer.

B. Use of Helmholtz coil.

C. dc vs ac for degaussing.

D. Tuning fork.

E. Resurvey of orbit after processing.

F. Final precautions against stray fields from accessory equipment.

1. Description of shaker coils.

HI. Conclusion.

3 photographs Fig. 1. Neg. 11-216-5, Stray Field plot.
2 drawings Fig. 2. Neg. 3- 57-5, Helmholtz Coil.

Fig. 3. Neg. 11- 88-5, Turntable.
Fig. 4. (to be made) , Tuning fork.
Fig. 5. Neg. 11-215-5, Final field plot.
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D.D. Jacobus
March 20, 1956

Preliminary First Draft Completed

REPORT ON ELECTRON ANALOGUE, PART I

OUTLINE
MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY

I. Bending Lenses

(including very brief description of manufacturing techniques)
(Photograph of Bending lens.)

II. Ouadrupole. Sextupole and Octupole Lenses.

(Photograph of Quadrupole Lens.)

HI. Lens Supporting Girder

(Phctograph of girder with lenses in place.)

IV. Supporting Pedestals

(Photograph of pedestal with base plate, leveling studs, and expansion joints in place.)

4 Photographs - as described above
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N.C. Christofilos
March 20, 1956

REPORT ON ELECTRON ANALOGUE, PART I

OUTLINE

INJECTION SYSTEM

I. Injector

A. Description of the geometry of the inflector (1-1 xh pages).
1 drawing

B. Very brief description of electronics (1-1 lA pages).

C. Brief description of measuring the discharge time i}k page).
1 scope picture and results obtained.

1 Photograph
1 Drawing
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M. Plotkin
March 22,1956

REPORT ON ELECTRON ANALOGUE, PART I

OUTLINE
ODDS AND ENDS

E.C. Raka
I. B

I. Pick-up Electrode Signal Preamplifiers

A. "Sum" and "Difference" tuned amplifiers
(Photo and circuit)

B. Viewing preamps

C. Wide band preamplifier

II. Ferrite Cavity

R.H. Rheaume
I. A or n. B

R.R. Kassner
II. B

in.

A. Material
(photo)

Timing and Pulsine Circuitrv

A.

B.

C.

Time delay units

Pulse multiplex units

to pulser
(circuits)
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J. Grisoli
March 20, 1956

REPORT ON ELECTRON ANALOGUE, PART I

OUTLINE
MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY ALIGNMENT

I. General.

A. General description of components to be aligned.

B. Accuracy required.

C. Brief Description of alignment equipment (Radius bar, etc.).

n . Alignment.

A. Absolute dimensions of height and radius.

1. Setting rf girder.

B. Procedure 1st check.

C. Procedure 2nd check.

D. Results attained.

HI. Discussion

1 Photo: Neg. No. 10-477-4 Electric Analogue, Radius Bar
Perhaps a drawing or two
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Charles L. Gould
March 20, 19S6.

REPORT ON ELECTRON ANALOGUE, PART I

OUTLINE
VACUUM SYSTEM

I. Requirements

A. Volume to be evacuated.
B. Type of accelerator - gas scatter and field disturbance by oil films.

1. Decision to use Mercury
2. Pressure required.

C. Philosophy.
1. Short use expectancy
2. Minimum automatic control system.
3. Hand operation where possible.

II. Model chamber set-up and test (Neg. No. 10-472-4)

A. Various sizes an.-, shapes of liq. N2 trap tried.
B. Decision to design annular trap. (Sketch No. 1

HI. Discussion of System (Negative No. 8-559-5)

A. Number and size of pumps.
B. Foreline and roughing line.
C. Booster pumps (why used) (test result).
D. Gasketry and reasons for same.
E. Gauges.
F. Chilled water supply.
G. . Baffles (freon-water).
H. Refrigeration systems.

IV. Operating Experience.

A. Typical pump-down time and curves.
B. Booster pump usefulness
C. Liquid N2 consumption.
D. Maintenance problems.
E. Kel-F over Silicone gaskets.

2 photographs as described above
1 drawing (sketch)
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J.G. Cottingham and J. Spiro
March 20, 1956

REPORT ON ELECTRON ANALOGUE, PART I

OUTLINE

LENS SUPPLIES

I. Guide Field Voltage Generators.

A. Outline of Voltage Requirements.

B. Discussion of Block Diagram.

C. Inclusion of complete circuit diagram (no discussion).

II. Correcting Lens Supplies

A. Outline of Voltage requirements.

B. Discussion of Typical supply (block diagram not required).

C. Brief discussion of flexibility by interconnections, including mention of
"step generator".

III. Monitor System.

A. General discussion of method.

1. Outline requirements on the bandwidth of the attenuator with
reference to paper. (Compensated Precision High-Voltage
Attenuator, RSI,. Vol. 26, No.9 pp. 976, Sept. 1955)

1 Photo: Neg. No. 11-165-4
4 Drawings
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R.R. Kassner
March 20, 1956

REPORT ON ELECTRON ANALOGUE, PART I

OUTLINE
CONTROLS AND POWER

I. Introduction

A. General Comments.
1. Controls were kept simple and minimal.
2. No attempt to centralize except for operations required directly for

injection and acceleration.
3. Interlocks, protectives, and indications included only where essential.
4. Control and signal wires were run exposed.

B. General Layout.
1. Central Console and group of racks - general features.

n . Components.

A. Van de Graaff injector, inflector, guide field and correcting lens supplies, rf.
1. General features, on-off arrangements, internal controls, (see component

report for details).
2. Special control features of each component.

B. Timing and signals.
1. Layout, patch panel, coax type, timing pulse-type and level.
2. Sequence of events.

C. Vacuum
1. Layout, manual valves with limit switches, automatic forevalve.
2. Control objectives.
3. Control scheme and operation.

in. Power

A. Requirements.

B. Layout
1. Power voltages, power panels, distribution.

C. Grounding system.
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R.H. Rheaume
March 20, 1956

REPORT ON ELECTRON ANALOGUE, PART I
OUTLINE

RADIO FREQUENCY POWER AMPLIFIER

I. General Design Requirements

A. Accelerating cavity load characteristics.
B. Frequency, output voltage, input voltage, pulse duty, rise time, phase shift, and

leakage requirements.
C. Compartment locations, sizes, weights, accessibility, safety precautions.

n . Electrical and Mechanical Design Details of the Amplifier Compartment.

A. Choice of if circuitry and electron tubes.
B. RF amplifier stage and chassis details.
C. The AVC loop.
D. Scope viewing circuitry.
E. Blowers, overload relays, meters, shielding techniques.

HI. Power Supply and Control Switchgear Compartments.

A. The RA-38 final anode supply.
B. The final stage screen and grid bias supply.
C. The driver stage anode power supplies.
D. Miscellaneous small power supplies.
E. Control switchgear and circuit design.

IV. Appendix

A. Details of Class A,, A2, ABj rf amplifier stage computations.

5 photographs: a) Views of amplifier, power supply and control switchgear compartments in operating positions
Figures 2, 7).
b) disassembled views of driver and final chassis and overload relay and blower installations.
(Figures 4, 5, 6).

5 drawings: a) RF power amplifier wiring diagram D01-E24-5 (Fig. 3).
b) 1000 V - 0.150 A power supply, - 85 V bias supply, D01-E1-3 (Fig.8 ).,
c) 600 V - 0.5 A power supply D01-E5-2 (Fig. 9 ).,
d) controls for rf power amplifier D01-E55-4, (Fig. 10 ).
e) electron beam kinetic energy and frequency versus elapsed pulse time, RHR/MP -1, 2/8/54,
(Fig. 1).
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PARTI

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
E.C. Raka and G.K. Green

The bending and focusing fields required to hold the electrons in the 0.8 inch square
aperture around the 45 ft diameter orbit of the Electron Analogue are supplied by 160
electrostatic lenses which are assembled in pairs, i.e., one horizontally focusing lens plus one
vertically focusing lens. These 80 pairs are mounted on 16 separate girders, five to a girder as
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The lens cross section is hyperbolic in shape to provide the
necessary high gradient fields. It is possible to modify the effective gradient of the focusing
fields by means of the sixteen quadrupole lenses spaced symmetrically about the orbit. Since
changes in the average gradient produce changes in the betatron oscillation frequencies, orbital
resonances can be avoided. Sixteen sextupole and octupole lenses have been inserted along the
orbit so that quadratic and cubic fields can also be introduced. Provision is made for energizing
the bending or "guide field" lenses and the multipole lenses with dc voltages or linear sawtooth
voltages.

Electrons at an energy of 1 MeV, produced by a Van de Graaff generator, are injected
into the 0.8 inch square aperture at a small angle to the equilibrium orbit. An electrostatic
inflector bends the electrons onto this orbit. By discharging the inflector plates with a hydrogen
thyratron, it is possible to obtain a group of particles with an azimuthal extent larger than 180°
circulating at a frequency of about 7 Me. With dc voltage on the guide field lenses, the electrons
will continue to circulate until they are lost due to gas scattering. When the linear sawtooth
voltages are used the electrons are soon lost to the inside of the machine unless an accelerating
voltage is applied.

In the analogue this accelerating voltage is supplied by a single ferrite loaded cavity
located between two pairs of guide field lenses. Initially, the particles possess phase stability if
they pass the accelerating cavity on the rising slope of the rf wave. However, as the electrons
gain energy, the phase stability region transfers to the falling slope of the rf wave with a brief
phase neutral period in between as the so-called phase transition energy is reached. The rf
frequency and phase control system makes use of information obtained from the circulating beam
to accelerate the electrons up to and through this critical region.
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Fig. 3 Lenses mounted on girder.

Fig. 4 Portion of ring showing lens assemblies.
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2. PARAMETERS
John Grisoli md E.C. Raka

I. List of the main parameters will be included (see below) and the reasons for the choices
made will be given unless these have been mentioned elsewhere.

Radius of curvature

Diameter

Guide field electrode aperture

Transition energy

Field gradient index

Number of double unit cells

Injection energy

Maximum energy

Rise time

RF frequency

Energy gain per turn

Repetition rate

Pressure

Betatron oscillation frequency

Maximum possible change in v

Quadrupole lens aperture

Sextupole lens aperture

Octupoie lens aperture

no photographs or drawings

p
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E,

E«
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eVsin<po
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V

= 15'

= 45'

= (0.8-)2

= 2.5 MeV

= 225

= 40

= 1.0 MeV

= 10 MeV

= 5-10X10"3 sec

= 7 Me

= 150-300 eV

= 6 cycles per sec

= 5-10X10"7 mmofHg

= 6.3

= 1.5

= (0.88")2

= (0.86-)2

= (0.85")2
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3. MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY
IJ. Polk- April 23, 1956

Basis of Design

The parameters of the Electron Analogue indicate the need for mechanical stability and
accuracy of assembly for the assemblage of electrostatic bending and correcting lenses. Also,
the beam path must be contained in a vacuum of 5xlO*7 mm Hg. The above requirements
indicate a construction consisting of sixteen split tanks, each housing an aluminum girder upon
which are mounted five bending lenses, one quadrupole lens, one sextupole lens, one octupole
lens, and one pick-up electrode. The girder is decoupled mechanically from the vacuum tank
by running the girder supports through expansion joints to the supporting pedestals. Each
pedestal supports and end of adjacent tanks and girders thus insuring proper relationship of the
group of adjacent lenses.

Bending Lenses

There are eighty sets of bending lenses in the electron analogue each consisting of a
focusing and defocusing section approximately fourteen inches (in total) long, Fig. S. The lens
electrodes are shaped to a quarter section of an equilateral hyperbola, and are fabricated of non-
magnetic stainless steel as a chord on the orbit radius. The focusing and defocusing sections on
the inside of the orbit are bolted together at the proper angle by means of an accurately shaped
bar fitted into slots machined in the back of the electrodes. The electrodes outside the orbit are
fastened together in a similar manner. Each inner and outer set of electrodes is mounted and
insulated by means of a special ceramic standoff insulator ground to accurate length. Shoulder
bolts with springs were used to fasten the insulator to the lens to prevent breaking the insulator.
These insulators are in turn bolted into U-shaped aluminum brackets which serve to make a
complete bending lens assembly. All the above parts were manufactured to the best tolerances
available commercially. The bending lenses were assembled in a jig which established dowel
holes in the bases of the U brackets at an accurate spacing so that the bending lens as a unit
could be placed at the proper location on the orbit, and could be removed and replaced at the
proper location on the orbit, without loss of accuracy.

The bending lens electrodes were manufactured by milling the proper shapes with formed
milling cutters. It was found that by using a roughing cutter and a finishing cutter the proper
finish and accuracy could be obtained.

The bending lenses, as well as the other lenses, are connected electrically by means of
springs of 0.015" D. beryllium copper wire close wound to 14" o.d. and stretched between the
terminals.
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Fig. 5 Bending lens assembly on girder.
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Quadrupole. Sextupole. and Qctupole Lenses

These lenses can be classified as correcting lenses. Each is assembled in a manner similar
to the bending lenses, and consists of electrodes, insulators, and a mounting ring, Fig. 6, Fig.
7. The electrodes were machined to the proper shape from nonmagnetic stainless steel and
spring-mounted to the ceramic insulators. These were, in turn, boiled to machined surfaces on
the inside of the mounting ring. The mounting ring is of cast aluminum with accurate machined
surfaces indexed to a set of dowel holes in the base of the ring. As in the bending lenses, the
lens surfaces were assembled accurately with respect to these dowel holes. Alternate electrodes
are interconnected by means of the spring connector mentioned before.

Lens-Supporting Girder

All the electrical elements that inject, accelerate, bend, and focus the beam are mounted
on a series of 16 aluminum girders. These girders are a box section of 61 ST aluminum with
a top and bottom plate 1" thick, and side plates xh thick, Fig. 8, Fig. 9. The girder dimensions
are 9" deep, 13" wide and 1C8" long. The girder fabrication procedure consisted of welding,
annealing, and then machining. The annealing operation was vital to prevent distortion of the
girder over a long period of time.

An aluminum drill jig was fabricated to drill the necessary holes in the top of the girder
for aligning the various components. This method assured that inaccuracies of alignment of lens
assemblies would be repetitive. At each end of the girder a hole for a dowel pin was drilled and
reamed by means of the same drill jig. All measurements for radially aligning the girder were
made to these two dowels.

Supporting Pedestals

Each aluminum girder is supported at three points, two at one end, and one at the other,
Fig. 10. These supports are 1 •A" D stainless steel posts. The two posts at one end of the girder
are machined down at the upper end and threaded for nuts and washers. The threaded ends go
through clearance holes in the bottom flange of the girder and when the girder was positioned
vertically and radially the lock nuts were tightened. The single post at the other end of the girder
is arranged to allow the girder freedom to expand along its length as well as to rotate about the
beam axis when aligning the supports at the other end. This is done by the use of a cylindrical
slide upon which rides a seat of semicircular cross section. The slide is mounted at the top of
the support rod and is adjustable vertically. The seat is attached to the girder and is radially
adjustable. The above described series of adjustments makes it possible for the girder to be
adjusted or moved in all planes and angles in order to bring it into proper alignment.
Furthermore, these adjustments provide freedom of restraint to prevent distortion.
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Fig. 6 Quadrupole lens.

Fig. 7 Sextupole lens.
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Fig. 8 Tank base plate on pedestals

Fig. 9 Assembly girders on support pedestals.
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Fig. 10 End supports for assembly girders.
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The lower end of the support rods are welded vacuum tight to mounting plates which are
in turn bolted to base plates located on the top of concrete pedestals. These base plates are of
2" thick steel machined on the top surface and drilled and tapped for bolts to secure the girder
support rod mounting plates. Two dowels v/ere also inserted in each base plate for the initial
coarse alignment to a tolerance of ± 1/32" as well as to allow for checking the alignment of the
pedestals when the girders were covered by the vacuum tanks.

The concrete pedestals were cast on the top of a concrete floor in the Cosmotron test
shack. Fig. 11. The integrity of the floor was checked by driving a heavy truck close to and
away from the pedestals while sighting, with a theodolite, a target mounted on a pedestal.

Vacuum Tanks

The vacuum tanks were fabricated of No. 405 stainless steel to provide magnetic shielding
for the electron beam. The vacuum tanks are made up of a flat base plate to which is bolted a
flanged top with a beehive shaped cross section. The vacuum tank base plate is fastened at each
end to the pedestal by means of bolts and springs to allow for deflection of the tank while being
evacuated. The baseplate is 7/8" thick stainless steel.

Through the base plate on the inside of the orbit, and clear of the girder, is drilled a
series of holes for electrical feedthrough connectors, pick-up electrode amplifiers, ion gauges,
etc. The girder support rods pass through holes in the base plate down to the pedestal base plate.
The vacuum connection between the base plates is made by a flexible expansion joint to prevent
movement of the girder when the tank is evacuated.

The vacuum tank top is of V4" stainless steel with heavier ribs and flanges welded to it.
The flanged surface between the base plate and top are finished to 32 microinch finish, and the
gaskets are of V*" D. Myvaseal cord vulcanized to form a continuous ring. The gaskets are held
in place by aluminum strips pinned to the base plate. In each tank is a pumping port, as well
as a series of smaller ports, to allow for observation of the straight section in which is placed the
pick-up electrodes. The ends of each tank are connected together by means of a flexible
expansion joint to allow for assembly and disassembly.

Pick-up Electrodes

There are fourteen electrostatic pick-up electrodes mounted on the girder. These consist
of 2 sum electrodes, 7 radial position electrodes, and 5 vertical position electrodes. The
construction of each is similar in that the electrodes are mounted upon teflon insulators which
are in turn bolted to a base plate. The base plate was machined with an accurate set of dowel
holes to register the pick up electrodes properly with the beam axis. A shield can with holes on
the beam axis, and a hole for the pick-up electrode amplifier, covers the pick-up electrodes for
electrical shielding.
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rig. 11 Concrete support pedestals.

Beam Flags

The beam flags are placed in the narrow space between the pick-up electrode shield can
and the adjacent bending lens downstream. There are 5 radial beam flags, and 9 vertical beam
flags.

The vertical beam flag is a narrow strip machined at the edge of a thin aluminum sheet,
the sheet being pivoted to allow the strip to pass vertically across the beam aperture. The radial
beam flag is an aluminum sheet with a slot arranged to obscure Vb of the aperture from inside or
outside the beam aperture. The radial beam flag can be positioned to completely obscure the
aperture, at which point a scribed cross is located at the center of the aperture.

The flags are painted with a mixture of water glass and zinc sulphide which fluoresces
under impact of the electrons. The edges of the flags are scribed with graduations to indicate
the coordinate of the beam position at 90° to the flag motion. The flags are insulated from
ground and are connected to electrical feedthrough insulators.

The flags are viewed through a glass plate covering a port in the top of the vacuum tank
and are moved by micrometers through a bellows system and micrometers placed on a port in
the side of the vacuum tanks. The initial calibration of the flags is obtained by driving the flags
to a grounded position, at which point the micrometers are calibrated.
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A. ALIGNMENT
John J. Grisoli - April 30, 1956

I. General

The main components of the Electron Analogue which were aligned consisted of the
bending lenses, correcting lenses, lens.supporting girders and^einjection^mplex. These
components have been discussed in detail in the preceding mechanical assembly section, therefore
no attempt will be made in this section to describe all of the components involved in alignment.

The true beam of the electron analogue is postulated to pass through the center lines of
the locating dowels at 270.000" radius at a distance 4.562" above the surfaces of the supporting
girders. The overall accuracy required that the mechanical center line of the main bending lenses
be located to a root mean square average of ± o.oos" with respect to radius and elevation.

The foundation plates on which the girders are mounted were located on top of concrete
piers to ± 1/32" in level and ± 1/32" radius from the center post to two dowel pins located on the
foundation plates. When this was done the plates were grouted in place. A master drill jig
correct to ± o.ooi" was used to drill dowel holes on the top of the 16 girders, with respect to two
reference dowels, to locate five sets of paired bending lenses, one quadrupole lens, one sextupole
lens, one octupole lens and one set of pick-up electrodes in true relative positions.

The remaining alignment consisted of three parts:
a. To measure the lens assemblies.
b. To align the girders with respect to the center of the analogue.
c. To align the injector and related parts with respect to the lenses on the

injection girder.

A brief discussion of these three steps follows:

n . Alignment of Lens Assemblies

The critical dimensions of the components of each main bending lens assembly, consisting
of lenses, stand off insulators, and supports, called for tolerances of ± o.ooi". Each assembled
lens was separately calibrated, to secure a measure of critical deviations that would permit
selective stacking of the assemblies on the peripheral orbit. Two jig fixtures were constructed,
one for each of the different types of lens assemblies. Observations were made directly on the
gap. All observations that were made with a specific fixture were averaged, and the average
value was accepted as representative of the true lens.

Figure 12 shows some typical observations taken on one end of one of the lens
assemblies. 1, 2, 3, H&H1 were height measurements taken with dial indicators which read to
± o.oooi. Measurement "a" was taken with a dial gauge attached to the jig (Part I), "R" & "V"
were taken
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Fig. 12 Alignment measurement technique on main lenses.
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with split balls and micrometers. In addition to the observations -shown in Fig. 12, Fig. 13
shows two cylinders, each having a diameter of 0.4819", inserted between the "V" block and the
curved surface. The relative displacements from the opposed surfaces of the "V" block were
observed as dimensions "A" and "B". This measurement was taken with an adjustable parallel
and outside micrometer.

From the above observations a set of observed deviations were calculated.

Symbol

6

AR

AH

0

V

Aa =

Formula

B-A
3.19

R-Avg. R

H-Avg. H

H-H1 -Avg.
0.000625

V-Avg. V

a-Avg. a

Item

Vertical displacement of <£.
curved lens above £ V Block
( + = upward displacement)

Radial location of <tL of
lens assembly
(+ = increased radius)

Vertical location of <t of
lens assembly.
(+ = increased height)

Rotation of V Block

( + = clockwise when viewed in
beam direction)

Variation of faces of V block
from true 90°
( + 90°)

Aperture relative to true value

( + > = increased aperture)

Lens Sys.

1
202

1
202

1
202

1
202

1
202

1
202

Avg. Deviations

+ 2.0 mils
+ 1.7 mils

± 2.1 mils
+ 1.9 mils

+ 1.0 mils
± 1.2 mils

+ 0.7 milliradians
± 0.9 milliradians

± 0.5 mils
± 1.0 mils

± 1.5 mils
± 1.5 mils

The data that yielded the results noted above were treated statistically to secure equivalent
displacements A R and A Z for each of the lens assemblies, which were used to assign a stacking
number to each of the lens assemblies for placement on the analogue ring.

The component parts of the Quadrupole, Sextupole and Octupole lenses, like the main
bending lenses, also called for a tolerance of ± 0.001". Each part was measured independently
and also as a lens assembly. None of these lenses showed deviations of greater than ± 0.005"
and, since this was well within the accuracy required, no stacking order was calculated.
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III. Girder Alignment

The tolerances required for the location of the girders necessitated the use of instruments
that would measure level, distances and angles to a high degree of accuracy. Two precision
spirit levels with a sensitivity of 0.0005 "/per ft per graduation were used to level the individual
girders with respect to gravity. A Wild optical level, mounted on a post in the center of the
analogue and sighted on fixed height target placed on the ends of the girders, was used to
determine relative level between girders. Angular measurements were made by a Wild T-l
theodolite to accuracies of ± 12 seconds. A radius bar, Fig. 14 was used for the comparative
lengths to the two reference girder dowel pins. The radius bar consisted of a steel tube pivoted
at the center of the analogue with a depth micrometer attached to the other end for taking
comparative radius readings. Three thermometers were attached to the steel tube to correct for
temperature differences.

The procedures described in the following paragraph were used to bring the surface of
an individual girder to within ± 0.002" of a true level plane, and separate girders to within ±
0.005" of the same plane. Girder dowel pins were located to ± 0.005" radial and ± 0.030"
azimuthal tolerances.

Initially the girders were put in position by starting with the rf girder which derived its
height from the height of the rf cavity. The absolute dimension of the radial distance to the
girder dowel pins is 265 inches ± 1/32". The base plate with the rf attached was shifted to meet
this radius requirement and locked in place. The reading of the depth gauge on the radius bar
to the entering position of the rf girder was taken as the true radius. This same position after
the girder was leveled by averaging out any twist or deflection in the girder was taken as the true
height. Once this girder was in position the remainder were lined up with respect to it. A check
with the radius bar made on Dec. 15, 1954 showed that the dowel pins of adjacent girders were
within one mil of each other with a total difference of 2 mils between the shortest and longest
reading around the ring. The level check showed that the heights of the girders at the point
where the beam passes from one girder to the next was also within one mil, with a total
difference of three mils between the highest and lowest readings. A girder was measured for
radial dimension, height and level and then the lenses were placed on it. No detectable
difference could be seen on any of the measurements.

On January 18, 1955 a similar check was made on the analogue after all the lenses and
related parts were in place. The one difference in the check was that the level was taken on the
top of the bending lens assemblies instead of the top of the girders. It was found that a
maximum difference in the level from one girder to the next was four mils with a total difference
of less than 12 mils between the highest and lowest readings. These two points were
approximately 180° apart and started at a low point gradually rising to the highest point and
again gradually coming back to the low point, closing on itself.

* (Neg. No. 10-477-4 Electron Analogue, Radius Bar)
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Fig. 14 Radius bar for alignment.

Radially the girder dowel pins of adjacent girders were within 2 mils of each other with a total
difference of 7 mils between the shortest and longest distance around the ring. The largest and
smallest readings were five girders apart.

IV. Injection Alignment

Once the analogue girders were positioned it was now necessary to align the injection
complex. The inflector and special injection lenses were, at this point, fixed in their correct
positions by means of dowels which fitted into the jig bored holes in the injection girder. The
Van de Graaff accelerator and the two viewer boxes between the Van de Graaff and the injection
girder were lined up on a straight line at the injection angle by means of a K&E line of sight
telescope and cross hairs inserted at two points in the injection lenses.

V. Acknowledgements

We are indebted to the many men who took part in this tedious alignment p:ogram.
Special acknowledgement should go to Mr. Arthur Beckwith for his part in the inspection and
lens measuring program and to the Laboratory surveyor, Mr. W. L. Homer.
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B. DEGAUSSING
J. Spiro

Before closing up the Electron Analogue preparatory to pumping out the tanks, a survey
of residual magnetic fields was made at the orbit. The results showed that stray fields of up to
1 gauss were present. The limit that could be tolerated without interfering with the operation of
the machine was of the order of twenty milligauss. Further checking showed that, despite the
care exercised in selecting the hardware for the machine, some fenitic bolts and springs had been
used. This situation was, of course, quickly remedied but it turned out to be only a part of the
trouble. Further investigation pointed to small magnetic inclusions in the stainless steel used in
the various multipole correcting lenses. In this case, it was not simply a matter of replacing
parts, too much time, effort and money had been invested in their fabrication and precise
assembly.

Since time was of the essence, a crash program was initiated to degauss the lenses as a
complete unit. To get a more accurate picture of what was happening, the field at the orbit was
measured with a specially designed magnetometer with a resolution of 1 milligauss. This
instrument gave readings of both the horizontal and vertical field vectors at a point. A signal
was also brought out to indicate that the peaking coils were, in fact, running parallel to the orbit.
These readings were taken every inch around the ring, involving some 3200 separate entries.
Figure 15, shows a typical tank plot from which we were able to pinpoint the offending lenses.
The orbit at the interfaces of adjacent tanks could not be measured as was done within the tanks.
For these readings, a special jig was devised to support the magnetometer head. The assembly
was then leveled to the orbit by means of a gun sight arrangement oriented tangentially. The
data taken by this method showed vertical field components of up to 70 milligauss and radial
fields of up to 30 milligauss. However, since these high readings were present only over an
extremely short distance, it was felt no additional shielding had to be added. It should be noted
at this point that a survey was also made along the connecting pipe from the Van de Graaff
generator to the inflector. In this case we were primarily interested in the amount of beam
deflection due to the earth's magnetic field. Calculations based on this data showed the expected
beam deviation was of the order of 4 cm. This, of course, could easily be corrected by means
of standard steering coils and so posed no unusual problem.

A large Helmholtz coil was designed and constructed to give us a field free region in
which to make further measurements as the lenses were processed. Fig. 16, Fig. 17. The coil,
as shown, gave us a one foot cube working space. To have as many jobs as possible proceed
in parallel, a more compact magnetometer with a resolving power of 5 milligauss was made to
be used with the Helmholtz coil.

Ordinary degaussing techniques using shaker coils and alternating current proved to be
unsatisfactory. The reason becomes quite obvious if a complete lens assembly is examined. The
individual lens poles are supported from a large aluminum casting that completely encircles the
device. This forms a perfect short-circuited secondary for the shaker coil (eddy current shield),
thus preventing any effect on the magnetic inclusions. To overcome this problem we decided
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Fig. 15 Typical tank, #6, residual magnetic fields prior to degaussing.

Fig. 16 Degaussing Helmholtz coil.
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Fig. 17 Helmholtz Coil.
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to use direct current in the coil and rotate the work on a turntable. Figure 18. In effect, this
method produced a low frequency ac field. Forty-five thousand ampere turns were used at the
start of the operation. The current was then slowly reduced while the lens was rotated. When
the minimum current the generator could deliver was reached, the lens was slowly removed from
the coil (still being rotated) to a distance of 6 ft. The generator was then dropped to zero. This
produced a hysterisis loop of decreasing magnitude for the magnetic inclusions. The sequence
was repeated on one other axis of the lens to account for all vector components of the inclusions.

This technique worked very well for most units. However, just a few would not respond.
For these assemblies we used a tuning fork arrangement. (Figure not available). One tine was
placed through the center of the assembly parallel to the orbit, the other along the outside of the
yolk. The device was then driven with 60 cycles ac. While this method was very local in
action, it was effective in turning over the magnetic inclusions and reducing their residual field
values down to a point where the turntable could finish the job.

When the processing was completed, all lenses were replaced on the girder and the
vacuum tanks put in position. Another field measurement was then made around the orbit.
Figure 19 shows a plot of the same tank as Fig. 15. A comparison of the two plots shows the
effectiveness of the degaussing process. No point in the tank shows more than the acceptable
20 milligauss limit.

The pumping stations, bellows, and other accessories were then connected to the
analogue. One final precaution was taken against stray fields by degaussing the entire machine.
For this we used two coils: one 10 turns, 5 ft. in diameter driven with 125 amperes 60 cycles;
the other 20 turns, 1 ft. in diameter driven with 200 amperes 60 cycles. Two complete passes
were made around the ring with the smaller coil following the larger.

To date there has been no direct evidence that the operation of the electron analogue has
been modified by the reappearance of the stray fields.
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Fig. 18 High current turntable degausser.
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4. Vacuum System
C.L. Gould

The total volume which has to be evacuated is approximately 400 cubic feet, consisting
of sixteen tanks 10* x 1.5* x 1.51. The tanks are joined to each other through eight inch
diameter expansion joints. The operating pressure requirement is stringent, below 5 x 10'7 mm
Hg. This is necessary to prevent gas scattering loss of the beam.

Since the analogue uses electrostatic guide field lenses, the decision was made to use
mercury in the diffusion pumps rather than oil. With the same assumed percentage of back
streaming, the mercury would cause less field disturbance and arc-over trouble.

The design philosophy for the vacuum system is predicated on the idea that the analogue
will have a short life expectancy, just long enough to get the parameters necessary to design the
larger Alternating Gradient Synchrotron. With this in view, minimum automatic controls are
utilized. A great many of the components are hand operated. Only where component failure
could cause a long shutdown are automatic controls used to protect the rest of the machine.

A full size test model vacuum chamber wa* constructed. A 10" mercury diffusion pump,
baffled with freon and liquid N2, was used for evacuating the chamber, Fig. 20. The back-up
pump was a Kinney 45 CFM Model. After a long series of tests it was evident that we would
not achieve 5 x 10'7 mm using a conventional thimble type liquid N2 trap. Several discussions
with Dr. B.B. Dayton of Consolidated Vacuum Corporation evolved a design for an annular trap
of very large surface area. This trap presents a better opacity for back streaming than any so
far experienced, Fig. 21. After installing this type of baffle, ultimate vacuums of 2-3 x 10'7 mm
were achieved.

The system consists of sixteen diffusion pumps connected to the tanks through 8", quarter
swing, valves. The foreline of each pump connects to a six inch foreline manifold through a 2"
ball valve. One Kinney #14918 mechanical pump provides backing for all diffusion pumps. The
rated speed of the Kinney pump is 300 CFM, Fig. 22 shows the vacuum system layout.

Some unpublished information concerning ultimate vacuums in mercury pumps suggested
that a considerable improvement could be made by using booster pumps. The reasoning behind
this was that, unless an effective trap is used with the mechanical forepump, the pressure in the
foreline usually stabilizes at 30 microns or so. This does not allow the diffusion pump to realize
its best ultimate. Oil changes will temporarily give pressures of 15 microns but eventually the
contamination raises this. Also, if an effective trap is used, it reduces the conductance of the
foreline. Two parallel 6" mercury pumps serve as boosters with a bypass arrangement for initial
pump down. The forepressure averages 12-15 microns before an oil change is required.
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Fig. 20 Full size model vacuum chamber test setup.
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Fig. 22 Vacuum system layout.
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All the gasketry is double "0" ring with a pump-out between. The pump-outs are rarely
used but they are handy for leak test procedures as well as insurance against leakage. The gasket
material is Convaseal, a low vapor pressure synthetic rubber. Compression ratios of 25% are
used in designing grooves. On large diameter gaskets the Convaseal can be vulcanized from 50
foot lengths of rod stock.

The vacuum gauges are mainly High Voltage Engineering Co. ion gauges. These are the
Alpert design with no envelope and a double filament. These have never burned out, although
they have been exposed to pressures of 1000 microns for short periods of time. Several
filaments have been broken when handling after they have been embrittled from operation. The
filaments are extremely easy to replace since there is no envelope.

The mercury diffusion pumps require cooling water at 5°C for the ultimate vacuum
required. A Chrysler water chiller is used, capable of supplying 25 gpm at 5°C, Fig. 23.

Besides the liquid N2 baffles, freon refrigerated baffles are used just above the fine
pressure jet. The sixteen baffles are manifolded to four, 2 hp, refrigerators. The temperature
controls on the baffles are set at -15°C and +5°C. The baffle for the Kinney forepump is served
by a 1/3 hp refrigerator with temperature ranges of -5°C to + 10°C. This baffle has a chilled
water section running at 5°C as well.

After the system has been open to air for any length of time, it can be evacuated to 1 or
2 x 10~6 mm Hg in approximately 6 hours. This permits the operators of the analogue to start
injecting and guiding the beam around the path. In 48 hours it has reached a pressure of 5 x 10'7

mm Hg at which time full operation can continue, Fig. 24.

The estimates of the usefulness of the booster pumps have been substantiated in the test
results. With the booster pump operating, the ultimate pressure averages 2 - 3 x 10'7 mm Hg
on all sixteen chambers. With the booster pumps not operating, the ultimate varies between 8
x 10'7and 1 x W6 mm Hg.

All reflecting surfaces of the liquid nitrogen baffles were carefully buffed and polished
then given a nickel plating. As a result the consumption of liquid nitrogen is less than estimated.
A loss of 2 liters per hour per pump is reasonable from theoretical considerations. The actual
consumption averages 1.2 to 1.5 liters per hour per pump.
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Fig. 23 Vacuum system water chiller.
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Fig. 24 Pump down curve.

Maintenance problems have been mainly concerned with refrigeration. The condenser
units themselves have had many breakdowns, and the accumulation of water vapor on the feed
lines often spreads to the controls and gauges. Shaft seal leakage on the Kinney pumps and oil
changes have occurred but these are routine. The water chiller has had shutdown periods for
freon refilling and cracked expansion valves. Elimination of the mechanical refrigeration
altogether would reduce maintenance by 75%.

As an experiment, some new type "0" rings were tried in some of the flanges. These are
a silicone rubber core coated with Kel-F elastomer. This construction eliminates the bad cold-
flow property of Kel-F but retains the advantage of its low vapor pressure. These gaskets have
been used over and over again and appear to have a promising future in vacuum applications.

CLG/hm
April 2, 1956
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5.INJECTION SYSTEM
EC. Raka

I. General Description

The injection system provides electrons at an ener^ y of 1 ±0.1 MeV with a short time
energy stability of ±0.1 % and in pulses of 1 jtsec duration at currents of 10 mA or more. They
are focused and steered through a 3/8 in. diameter hole that opens into the machine aperture at
the beginning of a vertically focusing lens. Upon traversing this lens, they are subjected to an
electric field which bends them through an angle of about 3° onto an equilibrium orbit. This
inflecting field can be removed in a time short compared to the revolution period of 0.14 /tsec,
thus providing a circulating beam with some degree of prebunching.

n . The Injector Components

A. The Van de Graaff generator.

The 1 MeV electrons are obtained from a High Voltage Engineering Corporation Van de
Graaff accelerator type AK-S. This accelerator is supplied with corona points for terminal
voltage control and a stapled belt for induction charging in order to provide increased current and
voltage stability, Fig. 25.

Since these machines were designed primarily for dc operation, some modifications were
necessary to provide a pulsed output. The electron source is a 0.020 in. tantalum filament which
is mounted behind a ? diameter hole at the head of the accelerating tube. This filament is
biased at a positive potential with respect to the terminal and is pulsed 300 vohs negative for 1
jisec when an injected beam is desired. The instigation of this pulse is achieved by sending a
light pulse across the gap between the pressure tank wall and the high voltage terminal. An
ordinary strobotron tube is used as the light source while a photomultiplier tube located behind
a 1/2 in. diameter hole in the terminal serves as the light detector.

An unexpected difficulty was experienced in operating the Van de Graaff as a pulsed
injector. It manifested itself as a periodic pulse-to-pulse variation in the position and/or angle
of the beam as it entered the machine aperture. The periodicity and, to a small extent, the
amplitude, of the variation could be affected by altering the pulse rate. The principal source of
this variation was traced to the effect of stray magnetic fields from the 240 cycle alternator in
the terminal upon the low energy electrons as they left the filament. Fields of several gauss were
observed in the neighborhood of the filament and these were reduced to around 1/4 gauss by
partially shielding the alternator. In order to minimize any possible effects arising from the field
associated with the excitation current for the filament, a dc heater supply was installed. These
steps reduced the amplitude of the position fluctuations but not to a satisfactory value.
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Fig. 25 Van de Graaff with pressure tank removed
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The next step was to install a neon bulb behind a 1/2 in. hole in the high voltage terminal
of the Van de Graaff and to connect it across the output of the alternator. By viewing this bulb
with a phototube mounted at a window of the pressure tank, a signal at the alternator frequency,
which was not synchronized with the 60 cycle line frequency, was obtained. By counting down
this signal to a suitable rate, it was possible to trigger the injector in synchronization with the
alternator rather than at the normal 6 per second rate obtained by counting down the line
frequency. When triggered from the alternator, the beam still exhibited a periodic fluctuation
with a different period and a somewhat different amplitude than when triggered from the line
frequency. These deflections were attributed to stray 60 cycle magnetic fields acting along the
entire injection path.

A solution to the problem was finally achieved by generating a 2 psec pulse at the
alternator frequency of about 240 cycles and sending it to a coincidence circuit. The second
input to the coincidence circuit is a pulse of from 400-600 psec duration generated in
synchronization with the 60 cycle line frequency. By adjusting the Van de Graaff drive motor
speed and hence the alternator frequency, a coincidence rate of several cycles per second could
be obtained. By triggering the injector with these pulses, the injected beam always experienced
essentially the same stray magnetic fields, the effects of which could then be canceled out with
appropriate dc fields. A block diagram of the coincidence pulse generator is shown in
Fig.__?__(not available).

B. The Optical System

Figure 26, shows the relative location of the various components used to focus, steer, and
observe the electron beam before it enters the machine. With the first solenoidal focusing magnet
and set of deflection coils it is possible to obtain a satisfactory injected beam. However, the
second set of magnets provides a sharper focus and additional flexibility in steering, which is
particularly desirable in the vertical direction.

The shape of the beam at the viewer box locations is observed on fluorescent flags that
can be inserted into the beam path. Accurately positioned cross hairs located in front of the flags
are used to determine the size and position of the beam. No additional visual observation is
possible until after the beam is inflected into the machine, although electrical detection is possible
by means of a flag that can be placed directly in front of the inflection plates. Figure 27 shows
the beam line from the Van de Graaff to the Analogue.
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A. THE PULSED INFLECTOR
J.G. Cottingham

The 1 MeV electron beam from the Van de Graaff machine must be bent through an angle
of approximately 3° in order to become successfully injected into the analogue. To accomplish
this, a set of electrostatic inflection plates were constructed, requiring a potential of
approximately 20 kV with respect to ground. This potential must be held constant to better than
1% in order to insure stable angle of entry of the injected beam.

The inflector system is shown in block diagram form in Fig. 28. The inflector plates are
charged to the potential of the regulated high voltage supply through the series gate which rests
in the conducting position. At approximately 30 /zsec before injection time, the circuits driving
the series gate receive a trigger which causes them to open the gate, thus leaving the inflector
capacitor charged. The 30 /xsec are required to insure that the gate tube has been fully cut off
before injection time. During this period the inflector capacitor will not appreciably discharge
due to the high leakage resistance. At injection time the Van de Graaff machine receives a
trigger and emits a pulse of electrons approximately 2 microseconds in width. The electrons in
the leading edge of the pulse proceed through the inflector around the machine once and into the
inflection field a second time. Due to the small orbital shrinkage per turn, it is impossible to
arrange the injection parameters and have the beam miss the inflector en the second and
successive turns. This field now deflects the electrons out of the machine's orbit and into the
vacuum chamber walls where they are lost. At some time during the 2 /xsec. pulse width, the
thyratron shown in the block diagram is fired, which removes the inflector potential from the
inflector plates. After the inflector potential has been removed, no further electrons can be
injected into the analogue, but on the other hand, those electrons which are in the process of
making their first turn will not be thrown out when they pass the inflection point the second time.
These electrons have now been successfully injected into the analogue.

The discharge thyratron and its associated circuit must remove the inflector potential in
a time which is short when compared to a revolution period of the analogue, unfortunately, a
revolution period is only 0.14 microseconds.

— Insert paragraph on inflector waveform and fall time by Christofilos —
(never provided)

It is important that, during the balance of the acceleration time, the inflector potential does
not rise above a few hundred volts. If it rises above this limit, betatron oscillations would be
excited in the beam which world cause it to be lost in whole or in part. In a few hundred
microseconds after firing, the discharge thyratron deionizes and once again becomes an open
circuit; therefore, this circuit element can no longer be depended upon to hold the inflector
potential low.
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ELECTRON ANALOGUE INFLECTOR SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
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Fig. 28 Inflector system block diagram.

There are two possible sources from which the inflector plate can receive charge: one is
from the charging supply and the other is from the beam itself. A simple calculation will show
ihat the entire circulating charge in a single acceleration pulse is insufficient to produce
appreciable change in the inflector potential due to the capacitance of the inflector plates
themselves. On the other hand, the charging supply could easily charge the inflector through any
leakage conductance.

It is the function of the "gate", shown in the block diagram, to isolate the charging supply
from the inflector during the acceleration period. It should be noted that a "gate" used in this
fashion must have the following characteristics: the leakage current through the "gate" must be
less than 1 microampere, both terminals of the "gate" must be able to withstand the full inflector
potential of 20 kV, and the drop across the "gate" when it is conducting must be small compared
with 1 percent of 20 kV. It was found that the 6BD4 had the conduction and cut-off
requirements stated. This tube was then mounted in a corona shielding can, Fig. 29. Both
filament power and control signal must be fed to the "gate" across the 20 kV potential barrier.
This is done in rf form. The coil appendage shown on the side of the corona shielding can is
a resonant secondary of an rf transformer delivering power to the filament of the 6BD4. The
rf filament power source employs a single 6L6 in the final stage. Signal information is fed to
the coil shown in the end of the can, through the Faraday shield. RF information fed to this coil
is rectified to form negative grid potential sufficient to cut off the 6BD4. The time constant here
is about 15 microseconds and, therefore, the 6BD4 is not completely cut off for about 30
microseconds after rf information is applied. This time must be considered in the pulsing
sequence of the inflector.
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6. RF SYSTEM
A. The Frequency and Phase Control

E. Raka

A. System requirements and general description.

The necessity of accelerating through a phase unstable region introduces several
requirements not encountered in earlier synchrotron rf systems. Because there is no phase
focusing when the transition energy is reached the driving frequency must be quite accurate if
beam loss is to be kept at a minimum. Also, at this energy, the phase stable angle changes from
0 < <|>o <90° to 90° < <t>° < 180° which makes it necessary to rapidly advance the phase of the
driving voltage relative to the circulating beam. It is also desirable to have control over the
amplitude of the rf voltage during this period so as to maintain a constant energy gain per turn
as the phase of the accelerating voltage is changed.

In order to meet these requirements, and to keep the system as simple as possible, use is
made of information obtained from the circulating beam by pick-up electrodes located along the
orbit. A signal at the fundamental revolution frequency is extracted and employed as the driving
frequency. Since this frequency depends upon the average radius of the equilibrium orbit, a
means of controlling the radial position of the beam is necessary. The system block diagram is
shown in Fig. 30.

The energy gain per revolution of the electrons is determined by the voltage across the
accelerating gap when they pass this point. This voltage depends upon the peak rf driving
voltage and the phase of the latter with respect to the beam. The energy increment required to
maintain a constant beam radius is determined by the guide field rise rate. Any deviation from
this value will cause the beam to fluctuate in radial position. These fluctuations are detected and
used to control the phase of the accelerating gap voltage while the peak value is held constant.
This constitutes a servo loop for maintaining a fixed beam radius and makes it possible to match
the frequency requirements at phase transition as well as throughout the entire acceleration cycle.

Since the relative change in revolution period for a given relative change in momentum
reverses sign at phase transition it is necessary, to reverse the sense of the radial phase correction
signal when the phase of the accelerating voltage is advanced. Control of the phase of the rf
signal at transition and throughout the acceleration cycle is achieved with a series of three,
identical, variable phase shift circuits located in the intermediate level amplifier. About 80° of
phase shift at 7 MC is obtainable from each of these circuits. The first of these is driven by the
radial position signal, the second is used to jump the phase at transition, while the third receives
a signal that produces roughly an exponential decrease in phase shift of about 80° by the time
the phase transition energy is reached. This is necessary to correct for the incremental phase
shifts that occur in the cables, low level circuits, and power amplifier as the frequency increases.
Thus the demand on the radial phase correction loop is reduced and it merely has to correct for
errors in the programmed phase change. A plot of the frequency vs time for two different guide
field rise rates is shown in Fig. 31.
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Control of the peak rf voltage is obtained with an automatic gain control loop
encompassing the accelerating cavity and power amplifier. Programmed amplitude variations or
amplitude variations depending upon the radial position of the beam can be inserted into this
loop. In addition to the amplitude control required at transition it has been found necessary to
provide some control at injection also; for it requires several revolutions for the gain control loop
to take over and since more beam is injected into the machine than survives the rf capture, the
initial gap voltage can rise to two or three times the desired value. This control is also
accomplished through the AGC loop and permits a smooth buildup of the gap voltage to be
obtained.

B. The Phase Control Circuits

A block diagram of the entire rf system is shown in Figure (not available). A signal at
the beam revolution frequency is furnished by the pick-up electrode and preamplifier which are
described elsewhere. The 0.2 /tsec delay line is used to adjust the initial phase of the gap
voltage. Individual adjustment of the quiescent phase shift introduced by each of the electronic
phase shifters is also provided. These phase shifters, described below, are preceded by a cathode
follower and followed by a difference amplifier in each case. A cathode follower output drives
the 40* of cable leading to the power amplifier.

The radial phase correction signal is derived from the signals furnished by a pair of radial
position electrodes. One electrode is located inside of the beam orbit and the other electrode in
an adjacent tank is located on the outside of the orbit. The preamplifier outputs are further
amplified by a two stage tuned amplifier and the rf envelopes are extracted by simple RC
detectors. The sum of the positive envelopes is used to control the gains of the two channels,
thus providing normalization for changes in beam intensity. By mixing one positive and one
negative envelope across a common load resistor a signal proportional to the relative change in
radial position is obtained. This signal is amplified and drives the variable phase shift network
thus completing the correction loop. The reversal in the sense of this signal required at the phase
transition energy is accomplished with a simple switching circuit shown on the diagram in figure
(not available). . .

The programmed waveform generator provides an exponential waveform whose
amplitude, slope, initial value, and starting time are variable. A variable amplitude step voltage
is produced by the transition phase jump circuit at the same time the radial correction signal is
reversed in sign. The signals are used to drive the second and third phase shift circuits.

C. The Electronic Phase Shifters.

These employ a simple bridge circuit with a variable inductor in one of the arms, L-l,
3, 5 Fig. (not available). This inductor consists of a few turns of wire wound in a figure eight
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configuration on a pair of concentric ferrite rings about one inch in diameter. They are placed
inside of a torodial shaped electrostatic shield around which is wound the bias winding. Because
of the figure eight configuration, voltages induced in the inductor by currents flowing in the bias
winding cancel out. In principle almost 180° phase shift can be obtained from the circuit used
but, due to limitations in biasing the ferrite and the effect of stray capacitance at 7 me, a
maximum of 80° was realized.

The individual bias windings L-2, 4, 6 fig. (not available) are placed in the plate circuit
of beam power tetrodes (6L6's) which are driven with the v >itages mentioned above. Damping
resistors were placed across die radial and transition bias windings since more rapid current
changes are produced in them than in the programmed phase shifter. A plot of the static phase
shift vs bias current for the three phase shifters is shown in Figure 32. Similar phase changes
are expected under dynamic operation.

D. The RF Amplitude Control.

Programmed variations in the peak rf gap voltage are achieved by changing the reference
grid voltage of the difference amplifier in the A.G.C. loop. An exponential voltage, whose
initial level, final level, slope, and starting time are variably, is used to permit the rf envelope
to build up rapidly and smoothly while the A.G.C. loop is coming into operation. Insertion of
additional variations at transition when necessary are carried out in a similar manner.
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B. Ferrite Cavity
M. Plotkin

The analogue requires an accelerating device for operation over a frequency band of 6.6 -
7.0 me with a gap voltage of about 600 volts peak. It was decided to use a low Q, ferrite-

loaded, cavity tuned to 6.8 me. With a Q less than 5, the differential phase shift over the band
is quite low.

Since no ferrite for this frequency range was available in large enough pieces, four rings
were constructed from Ferroxcube IV sections which were available as scrap from the Cosmotron
ferrite core. The pieces available were 2 x 10 cm in cross section and 17 cm long, cemented,
however, into larger pieces. It was first necessary to grind the two centimeter face in order to
smooth the surface over the cemented joints. After this was done, two pieces about 25 cm long
were clamped together on the newly ground surface making a rectangular piece 25 cm x 20 cm
x 2 cm. From this assembly a toroidal ring consisting of two halves was cut with an i.d. of 3
in. o.d. of 7%in. thickness 2 cm.

Nominally, this material has Q< 1 at 7 me, j*r-400. If an air gap is introduced (at the
central joint) the fi drops and the Q rises. The product /*Q, proportional to the impedance if
resonated, tends to rise for quite large values of air gap. After a number of tests, the cavity was
constructed of four rings, each with a total air gap of 0.125 inches.

The structure was made in a symmetrical fashion, two rings on each side of the gap, with
the gap driven directly in a push-puli fashion. The ground return is made through the cavity
housing. In the final structure, the Q at 6.8 me was about 4.0, the push-pull resonant impedance
about 1000 ohms.

Mechanically, the cavity was made in the form of a copper pillbox 10 in. in diameter and
5 in. high, Fig.33, Fig. 34. The mounting and connection stem is a copper pipe about 3.5 in.
diameter and 12" long silver soldered to the side. The gap consists of a copper-kovar-glass-
kovar-copper piece soldered to the sides of the pillbox. The major problem here was whether
the kovar to glass seal could withstand the tensile forces present when the outside of the cavity
was exposed to vacuum, the inside remaining at atmospheric pressure. To date, it has withstood
many cycles of pressure-vacuum changes.
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Fig. 33 Ferrite accelerating cavity.

Fig. 34 Ferrite accelerating cavity.
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C. Pick-up Electrodes and Preamplifiers
M. Plotkin

There are two approaches to the problem of extracting information from a circulating
beam of charged particles without affecting the beam. It is possible to take advantage of the
charge associated with the beam or to use the magnetic field produced by the moving charges.
In the analogue the former method was used.

There are several types of information which are required for the successful operation of
the electron analogue and for subsequent similar machines. These are:

1. A signal sensitive to the totai circulating beam as a basic source of radio
frequency information.

2. A signal sensitive to the radial position of the beam and independent of beam
intensity.

3. A signal sensitive to the actual shape of the circulating beam for observation
purposes.

4. Radial and vertical position signals for observation purposes.

The first two of these signals are an essential part of the operation of the rf system. The
latter two are for observational information necessary for proper setup of the orbits.

If a hollow, open-ended, conducting tube is pkced to surround the orbit of the circulating
beam, each time the beam traverses the tube it will induce a charge on the tube proportional to
the charge in the beam. Also, if the beam is circulating at an rf rate, the induced signal will
vary in a similar manner provided the RC time constant at the tube is smaller than the period of
the rotation frequency. The amplitude of the induced signal is inversely proportional to the
capacitance of the electrode and its connected circuitry. An electrode of this type was designated
a "sum" electrode since the signal is a function of the beam intensity and not its position. In
order to ensure a good signal, the capacitance at the electrode was minimized by placing the
amplifiers as close as possible to the electrode thus reducing lead lengths. It was necessary to
build all the preamplifiers in such a fashion that they could fit into a stainless steel tube less than
2 in. in diameter and 15 in. long. Fig. 35, Fig. 36.

Horizontal positional information is obtained by using a pair of pick-up electrodes shaped
as in Fig. 37. These are designated difference electrodes. A plot of the sensitivity to radial
position is shown in Fig. (not available). One set of these radial pick-up electrodes is used to
control rf phase depending on beam position. There are six additional sets of radial electrodes,
five sets of vertical electrodes and two "sum" electrodes, Fig. 38, Fig. 39.
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Fig. 35 Pick-up electrode amplifier.

Fig. 36 Pick-up electrode amplifier installed in housing.
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Fig. 37 Horizontal pick-up electrode. Fig. 38 Vertical pick-up electrode.

Fig. 39 Sum pick-up electrode.
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Because of space limitations, subminiature tubes were used in all the preamplifiers and
the "chassis" consisted of a piece of 1/16 in. laminated phenolic, 1.9 in. wide and 12 in. long,
Fig. 35. For the position viewing amplifiers, three stages of tube type 5840 (subminiature
equivalent of 6AK5), shunt peaked for 8.5 me, are used. The output tube is a type 5718 high
transconductance triode with a 1:1 decoupling transformer in the plate circuit to drive the output
coaxial line. Manual gain control is obtained by voltage doubling and rectifying the filament
voltage and using this dc voltage as a bias source. This means of obtaining bias, in addition to
the decoupling transformers in the output, tend to eliminate troublesome 60 cycle ground loops.

The preamplifier for viewing the shape of the circulating beam must have an extremely
wide bandwidth since the fundamental pulse repetition frequency is about 7 me. An amplifier
was built using four stages of type 5639 subminiature pentode with a 5718 matched cathode
follower driving a 185 ohm coaxial line. The stages are shunt peaked and the 3 db point in
amplitude response was placed at 35 me. The 5639 is capable of achieving a transconductance
of over 16,000 ^mho. However, to operate it at this rating continuously would cause excessive
heating. For this reason the plate supply is gated on for a 5 msec period during the pulse.
Originally, the gating was tried in the grid circuit but the time constants involved were too long.
The gating is now accomplished with a 5687 cathode follower gated by a univibrator.

The preamplifiers used in conjunction with the rf system must have a good signal to noise
ratio. In order to improve the basic S/N ratio and still keep differential phase shifts small over
the frequency range, the following scheme was used. If, at the input (i.e., the electrode), the
circuit is shunt resonated with a certain Q value, the signal is increased by a factor Q while the
noise is increased only by a factor / Q , a gain in S/N of / Q . This, however, introduces large
phase variations. It was noted that a series resonant circuit of the same Q and same resonant
frequency has a phase and amplitude response exactly the inverse of the shunt resonant circuit.
An analysis showed that a cascaded decoupled pair of circuits of this type yielded a flat amplitude
and phase response in the band. The second amplifier stage was, therefore, supplied with a
series resonant plate load fulfilling these requirements. The amplifiers were adjusted by setting
the shunt resonant circuit for maximum output, the series resonant circuit for minimum output
and then fine adjusting to yield a flat amplitude response over the band. This method did indeed
greatly improve the S/N ratio when a Q of between 15 and 20 was used.

In the radial difference electrodes used for beam phase correction, difficulty was
encountered due to capacitive coupling of the electrodes which made the shunt resonant circuits
behave as a double-tuned pair. This defect was overcome by using an inner electrode in one tank
and an outer electrode in an adjacent tank.
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D. Radio Frequency Power Amplifier
R. Rheaume

Overall Design Requirements

516 rf peak volts were required through the frequency band 6612 - 7017 kc/s across the
accelerating cavity gap in pulses S milliseconds long repeated approximately six times per
second. The frequency-pulse time characteristic is shown in Fig. 31.

A one-volt input signal from a 180 ohm coaxial line was available for driving the rf
power amplifier. It was desired that the rise time of the output voltage envelope be held to one
microsecond, without overshoot, to minimize beam loss near injection and to obtain the proper
gap voltage characteristic during phase transition. Incremental phase shift in the power amplifier
and accelerating cavity had to be kept below 120°, so as not to exceed the range of compensation
of the phase correcting networks. Electric or magnetic leakage fields strong enough to affect the
orbital electrons could not be tolerated.

To establish locations and structural details of the amplifier cabinet, power supplies, and
control switchgear compartment, it was also necessary to take into consideration the permissible
length of rf output transmission line, the internal shielding requirements, precautions for high
voltage breakdown and personnel safety, air cooling ducts for the power tubes, accessibility for
servicing, and accessibility to neighboring machine components. In general, workability was
stressed rather than adherence to standard construction practices on account of the unusual design
requirements and the temporary nature of the application.

Electrical and Mechanical Design Details of the RF Power Amplifier

The starting point for the electrical design of the rf power amplifier was a determination
of the equivalent parallel components of the accelerating cavity impedance when resonated in the
middle of the frequency band. To minimize lead inductance, gap terminations were made with
a single 20 inch length of RG/-8U coaxial cable, the internal conductor of which was connected
to one side of the gap while the shield was connected to the other side. Each half of the cavity
was then measured separately by means of a Boonton RX Meter. The summation of these
measurements gave the total load impedance across which the amplifier had to develop the
required output voltage. Typical measurements are presented in Table I.
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TABLE I

Equivalent Parallel Resistive and Reactive Components of Resonant Cavity Impedance

Gap Termination

Shield Conductor

Internal Conductor

Summation

Resonant Frequency mc/s

6.8

6.8

6.8

Cp.yyf

190

200

97

Rp, ohms

470

540

1010

Lp, yh

2.9

2.7

5.6

Q

3.8

4.6

4.2

Due to the small cavity inductances shown in Table I, it was decided to mount the
amplifier cabinet directly under the gap to minimize series lead inductance of the rf output
transmission line.

Four cascaded, single-tuned, wide band, rf amplifier stages, all with approximately equal
Q's, were found to satisfy all of the foregoing rf requirements when there was enough shunting
resistance across each interstage coupling network to keep the overall voltage gain at the
frequency band edges not less than 90 percent of the midband gain.

Miniature glass rf pentodes are employed in the first two stages to drive forced-air-cooled
beam power tetrodes in the third and final stages. These tube types were selected for their
advantageous gm/2icC and Ib/Cp and current division ratios, their excellent plate-cathode
isolation, low lead inductances, large electrode dissipations, and physical compactness. With
these types of tubes, at these frequencies, no neutralization was required. All tubes were chosen
from regular commercial production, and specific tube sizes and stage gains were ascertained
from manufacturers' characteristic curves and pulsed operation ratings using the applicable class
A t, A2, or ABj amplifier calculations. In this way care was taken to remain within all electrode
voltage, current, dissipation, and envelope temperature ratings so that normal tube life expectancy
was achieved.

Small toroidal Ferroxcube IV interstage coupling transformers were successfully used in
the first two stages because of the relatively narrow frequency bandwidth and low rf voltages.
They were convenient for series feeding and isolating of dc sources and AVC loop modulating
signals from the tuned rf circuitry, and for connecting from single-ended to push-pull stages or
vice versa.

Referring to the rf power amplifier wiring diagram, Fig. 40 the one volt, orbit frequency
pulses arriving from the sum pick-up electrode amplifier, by way of phase and sense adjusting
circuits, terminated at the primary winding of the first stage transformer T3. The centertapped
secondary impressed this signal, and also any amplitude modulating signal from a cathode
follower bias potential tube in the AVC loop, upon the grids of the first rf stage, a push-pull
class A, pair of 6AH6 miniature pentodes. Interstage transformer T2, which was identical to T3
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but with reversed connections, coupled the 6AH6's into the second rf stage, a single class A,
6CL6 miniature power pentode. Interstage transformer T,, similar in design to T2 and T3,
coupled the 6CL6 into the third rf stage, a push-pull class A2 pair of forced-air-cooled 4X150A
beam power tetrodes. In this stage, individual cathode bias potentiometers were connected in
series with cathode ammeters and overcurrent relays. A screen overcurrent relay was provided
as well. The screens and anodes of these tubes were fed from separate sources of dc power to
avoid extraneous oscillations; it was also necessary to bypass the screens of this stage heavily to
suppress a very low frequency parasitic disturbance. Another parasitic oscillation at 750 kc/s
frequency was eliminated by connecting series resonant networks from each 4X150A grid to
ground and from each final stage output terminal to ground. There were no parasitics in or
above the normal operating frequency band. The tubes for the first three stages were mounted
on the lower steel driver rf chassis, with circuit components on the under side, as may be seen
in Fig. (not available). The interstage coupling network between the third and fourth stages,
including parallel-feed plate chokes, mica coupling capacitors, and a variable air tuning capacitor
with a centertapped rf inductor for introducing final stage grid biasing power, were mounted on
the upper side of the driver chassis between the 4X150A anodes.

The final (fourth) stage of radio frequency power amplification was a push-pull class
pair of forced-air-cooled 4-1000A beam tetrodes mounted on a separate steel chassis in the top
portion of the rf amplifier cabinet directly above the 4X150A tubes. The anode terminals of the
4-lOOOA's were above the upper side of this chassis toward the accelerating cavity; the other
electrode terminals extended below the chassis in the direction of the 4X150A anodes. Excellent
internal isolation of the high voltage rf output power was obtained in this way. In order to avoid
external leakage from the high-power if system, a completely enclosed short channel was
arranged between the top of the rf power amplifier cabinet and the accelerating cavity, and the
20 in. length of RG-8/U coaxial cable transmission line from the 4-1000A anodes to the gap, was
included in it. The output coupling network, composed of parallel-feed plate chokes, mica
coupling capacitors, and a transmitting-type variable air tuning capacitor, were all mounted on
the upper side of the 4-1000A chassis.

Since the two sides of the accelerating cavity were not mutually coupled and were not of
equal impedance, it was necessary to leave the centerpoint of the tuning capacitor floating for
sinusoidal voltage waveform at the cavity gap. Separate sources of dc power were provided for
the control grids, the screens, and the anodes of this stage. Separate cathode ammeters and over-
current relays were also provided, as well as a screen over-current relay.

Referring again to Fig. 40, a feedback AVC loop circuit on the final chassis determined
the rf output voltage in accordance with a command signal from the console. A rectified signal
from a frequency-compensated voltage divider, located at one rf output terminal, activated the
first grid of 12AT7 twin triode difference amplifier V7* upon the centertap of T3 secondary
winding, where it established the magnitude of the rf output voltage of the whole amplifier by
modulating the grid bias and gain of the first rf stage.
* A command signal from the console was impressed upon the second grid of this tube. The amplified difference
potential was impressed through cathode follower triode V9.
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Scope viewing circuity included: (a) a single-turn loop from the coupling network between
the third and final stages to connector K7, for checking voltage waveform at that point, (b) a
single-turn loop from the accelerating cavity gap to a Tektronix P510A compensated probe in the
side wall of the steel rf power amplifier cabinet for observing its waveform, and (c) a 6X4
rectifier diode, V10, to connector K3 for checking magnitude and contour of the output envelope.
All power supplies were initially scoped for absence of rf leakage potentials.

Air blowers for cooling the power tubes and the accelerating cavity were mounted at the
bottom of the amplifier cabinet where they were shielded by the sheet steel surface of the
structure to prevent interfering with orbital electrons or rf circuit elements. The ac control and
filament power leads were shielded separately and twisted to eliminate power frequency
interference. Relays, meters, and wiring from sources of dc power were also shielded
independently, as were the AVC loop and viewing circuitry. All external wiring to the rf power
amplifier cabinet was shielded.

IV. Power Supplies and Control Switchgear

The primary source of energy for the power supplies and control switchgear associated
with the rf power amplifier was the 115 volt, 60 cycle, single phase, mains, through a separate
30 ampere air circuit breaker. Figure (not available) is a block diagram indicating the circuit
relations among these various units and the console. All power supplies and the control
compartment were totally enclosed in steel cabinets and were stationed ten feet or more from the
orbit to guard against electrical and magnetic interference. Connecting wires were enclosed in
Greenfield flexible armor. Commercially available ac regulating transformers fed the filaments
of the power tubes. The dc power supplies were of conventional design but with larger than
ordinary output filter capacitors in thuse supplies feeding the third and fourth stages to ensure
uniformity of amplitude of rf output voltage throughout each pulse. It was necessary to install
an LC filter section of 18 henries inductance with 100 microfarads of output capacitance in the
2000-volt, half-ampere, final stage anode supply in addition to the original 25 henry choke and
1 microfarad capacitor of this war-surplus RA-38 unit.

The 1000-volt 0.5-ampere supply for the screens of the final stage was originally equipped
with a two-section filter in which each inductance was 7 henries and each capacitance was 10
microfarads. It became necessary to increase the output capacitance by 90 microfarads. The -85
volt grid bias supply for the final stage, a conventional series-regulator type, received an extra
300 microfarad electrolytic capacitor across its output terminals.

In the two-section filter of the third stage, 600-volt 0.5-ampere, anode power supply, the
original ten microfarad capacitors were increased to twenty microfarads. The commercial 300-
volt regulated screen supply for this stage did not need modification, and neither did the similar
300-volt and 150-volt regulated supplies for the first two stages and the feedback AVC loop.
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The control switchgear compartment was designed to cause all blowers, tube filaments,
the final stage negative grid supply, and the time delay relays to be energized at the panel of its
compartment and all interlocks closed before high positive dc voltages could be applied.
Duplicate "Plate On" and "Plate Off" buttons with appropriate warning light and cathode
ammeters for the third and final rf amplifier stages were located on the main console for remote
monitoring and short time interruptions of the accelerating gap voltage.
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7. Lens Supply
J.G. Cottingham

Guide Field Voltage Generators

The guide field voltage generators (see circuit Fig. 41, Fig. 42) consist of two precision
sawtooth generators, one starting from zero and rising to 30 kV positive and the second
producing the negative image of the first; thus giving a potential difference of 60 kV.

A block diagram of the two generators is shown in Fig. 43. The basic operation is as
follows: A trigger is applied to a gate generator which delivers a precision square wave to a
Miller integrator sawtooth generator. The output of this integrator is the fundamental voltage
reference for a servo system controlling the positive going 30 kV sawtooth. The constructed
sawtooth is compared with a sample of the output and the error of comparison is amplified and
modulates the bias of the Eimac 250th series regulator. The coupling to the 250th is in rf form
for insulation reasons.

The negative going sawtooth generator operates in much the same way except that the
comparison is made between the outputs of the positive and negative generators.

Physically the circuits are divided into two compartments. The first is an oil-filled tank
containing all the high voltage circuits, including the four 250th tubes and the positive and
negative dc power sources, Fig. 44. The second is a rack cabinet containing the remainder of the
circuit. The servo signal is fed into the oil tank in if form.

Correcting Lens Power Supplies

One of the purposes for building the electron analogue was investigation of particle
stability in different regions, and with nonlinearities of different character and magnitude. To
vary these parameters, electrostatic lenses of three classes are planned for various sections around
the machine. The three classes are quadrupole, sextupole, and octupole. The quadrupole lens
permits the field gradient of the machine to be varied; the sextupole and octupole lenses allow
the introduction of second and third order nonlinear terms into the focusing field.

The magnitude of correction from a correction lens is governed by the ratio of the
correction voltage to that of the guide field; therefore, if the effect is to be constant during
acceleration period, the correction voltage must be sawtooth in character. If it is desired to
change the correction magnitude during acceleration, one sawtooth must step (or change
gradually) to another. This step change is planned only for the quadrupole lens system.
Therefore, the sextupole and octupole voltage generators are simple sawtooth generators rising
to a maximum potential of 5 kV. These generators are high-voltage Miller integrators employing
three 35 T tubes (amplifier, cathode follower, discharge tube). The rate of voltage rise is
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Fig. 44 High voltage section of guide field supplies prior to insertion into oil tank.

adjustable in four ranges from 60 volts/millisecond to 1000 volts/millisecond. The rise rate is
changed by switching the integrating capacitor and varying the integrating resistor. These
generators are positive going with respect to ground only; corrections of the opposite sign are
accomplished by interchanging the connections to the lens electrodes.

The quadrupole voltage generators are somewhat more complicated due to the requirement
for a step in the middle of the acceleration cycle to test rapid passage through resonance. To
accomplish this, two generators were constructed. One similar to the sextupole and octupole
sawtooth generators; and the other also similar but with the addition of a discharge thyratron,
which enables the voltage output of the generator to be discharged to zero at any time during the
cycle. At the beginning of the cycle the potential difference across the quadrupole is the
difference in potential of the two generators. This continues until the second generator receives
its turn-off trigger at which time it discharges to zero. The potential difference now becomes
just the potential of the first supply. By interchanging connections and by constructing the first
generator so that it can integrate either positive or negative gates, one can get all possible
combinations of correction voltages and voltage changes.

Since the basic parameters of the electron analogue are determined by rise rates of these
sawtooth voltages, it is important io be able to measure them accurately. To accomplish this we
plan to construct two precision capacity compensated dividers (Compensated Precision High-
Voltage Attenuator, J.G. Gottingham, RSI, Vol 26, No.9, pp 876 ? Sept., 1955) with a dc
precision of 0.1 % and with a frequency response to a half amplitude frequency of 200 kc. To
prevent loading of the voltage generator, these dividers must be 30 megohms each. These
dividers will in turn drive accurately constructed amplitude discriminators in such a way that
when the measured voltage reaches a preset value, the discriminators will produce an output
marker. This system is made to operate differentially as well as single ended.

Oscilloscope observations of the attenuated sawtooth voltages are also provided, (not
available)
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8. Controls and Power
R.R. Kassner, M. Plotkin

General

Since it was known from its inception that the Analogue would not be a permanent
installation, care was taken only for the items and operations that directly affected the injection
and acceleration process or personnel safety. Little care was given to convenience of operation,
permanency of installation, or appearance. This philosophy was particularly true for the control
system which was kept simple and minimal. Little or no attempt was made to centralize the
controls except for some of the operations required directly for injection and acceleration.
Interlocks and protectives are included only where essential. Control wires, coaxial wires and
light power feeds are run exposed, supported by bridle rings fastened to existing posts, building
walls, and foundation piers or run over the floor. Some of this exposed wiring can be seen in
Fig. 1. The extent of decentralized control is indicated by noting that it requires one man about
one-half hour to go from unit to unit around the machine, turning on the local power switches
(about two dozen in all) and making initial adjustments as required just to get the machine
"turned on".

A console constructed of wood and a group of 6 ft racks located 25 ft from the machine
proper serve as an operations area. The console was designed to hold two commercial scopes
which are used primarily for pick-up electrode observations. A few indicator light, meters, on-
off and emergency switches and vernier adjustments are on the console panels. An assortment
of dc supplies together with several dozen adjusting knobs were located on top of the console and
used to power the guide field and correcting lenses for dc operation of the analogue. The racks
in the console area house vacuum measuring chassis, the coaxial patch panel and timing system,
low level rf system, correcting lens sawtooth voltage supplies and the sawtooth voltage monitor.
A board, located behind the racks, serves as a central terminating point for control wire runs,
and also as a distribution point for power to units in the console area. A number of relays, used
in circuits common to several components, are mounted on this board.

The Van de Graaff injector was purchased as a complete operating unit and was supplied
with its own console. A few remote indications and vernier adjustments to the central console
were added. All other units (inflector supply, guide field supply, rf power amplifier, etc.) were
built by Brookhaven and have their own internal controls, meters, and protective interlocks. The
extent of remote control has already been indicated in previous paragraphs. An indication of
poor vacuum is obtained from the ionization gauge chassis. This turns off the Van de Graaff,
inflector, rf power amplifier and guide field supply if the vacuum rises above 10"4 mm of hg.
A few emergency off switches for the guide field supply are scattered around the machine area.
Also, large bulbs around the machine area light to serve as a warning that the guide field lenses
are energized.
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Timing and Signals

The coaxial patch panel serves as the central terminating point for outputs:of all pick-up
electrode amplifiers, the voltage monitor and if gap voltage circuits, timing pulses to the Van de
Graaff, inflector, guide field and correcting lens power supplies, and timing and leads to the
console scopes. Short jumpers are used to connect these terminations together and to the various
timing and delay units located in ths same vicinity. A discussion of these timing, delay and
multiplex units follows.

The Analogue has :a repetition rate of six per second. This was selected because of the
relationship to 60 cps line frequency and also because, at this rate, oscilloscope patterns are
essentially continuous allowing favorable observation of changing phenomena.

The primary repetition rate generator uses a scale of ten glow transfer tube which counts
down the 60 cps line to a 6 cps rate. The pulse is generated by a 2D21 driving four outputs.
By means of switches, four different phases of the output pulses with respect to the line can be
selected. This feature was included to give some flexibility in case of some outside line
disturbance which could come in at a specific phase. This originating pulse designates time to-

Many different pulses are required at various times after to. These are used for
equipment timing and oscilloscope triggers. The possible devices to supply these delayed pulses
were investigated, among them phantastrons and crystal oscillators with counters. The flexibility
and cost of the crystal controlled devices quite quickly ruled them out. Phantastrons were tested
and were found to have poor linearity with respect to a direct reading ten turn potentiometer
control (>2%). The device finally selected used a Miller integrator with a diode pick-off. A
brief description is as follows:

A univibrator supplies a rectangular pulse which gates on the suppressor of a 6AS6
integrator. A vacuum diode supplied with an adjustable bias (set with a ten turn potentiometer)
picks off a signal when the plate rundown has reached the diode bias value. This signal is
amplified and drives a blocking oscillator which supplies the output pulse (20 volts positive into
75 ohms, 1 pisec wide). By means of regulated supplies, large by-pass capacitors and proper
selection of integrating components, (mica capacitors and deposited carbon resistors) linearities
of better than 1% (of dial reading, not full scale) were obtained in three ranges: 10 - 100 pisec,
100 - 1000 /isec, 1000 - 10,000 /zsec. For another purpose, a similar device was built and
linearities of 0.3% of dial reading were achieved. The units were all hand calibrated and tested
with a Hewlett-Packard pulse interval timer.

A total of 12 of these delay units were constructed, four to a chassis. They were
constructed with a single input for each pair of units, that is, for each initiating pulse, two
different delayed outputs are available.

Some difficulties were experienced due to multiple firing of the blocking oscillator. These
occurred due to the lack of a negative bias return on the grid of the 5687 blocking oscillator
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tube. By means of a unilateral feedback through a long time constant from the output to the grid
of the blocking oscillator driver, the circuit was kept cut off after the initial pulse. A very low
forward resistance diode or Transitron S84, connected on the output to eliminate undershoot, also
helped alleviate this trouble.

More than one pulse output occurring at the same time are supplied by pulse multiplex
units. These are simply a 5687 twjn triode connected as a grounded grid amplifier driving a
cathode follower. This cathode follower in turn feeds either two or four 5687's as cathode
followers, thus supplying four (quadruplex) or eight (octoplex) outputs. The output is fed
through 1:1 pulse transformers to obtain ground isolation. There are 8 quadruplex and 2
octoplex units available.

In all these units, the pulses are of about 15 volt amplitude into 75 ohms and have a width
of about 1

Electrons are injected and then accelerated for a period of several milliseconds and this
sequence is repeated six times each second as noted above. The sequence of events during each
one of these pulses is as follows:

The timing pulse from the to generator triggers the guide field supply which initiates the
sawtooth voltages for these lenses. The voltage monitor looking at the guide field sawtooth
voltage is set to trigger the inflector at a point when the guide field reaches a proper value for
injection. A delay is added to the inflector trigger, and the sum of these triggers the Van de
Graaff to inject electrons. Actually, the inherent delays in the trigger circuits of the inflector are
greater than in the Van de Graaff circuits. Thus, the inflector proper fires later than the Van de
Graaff, even though the initiating trigger is sent out earlier. To facilitate set-up, a small delay
is added to the inflector timing pulse to serve as a vernier adjustment.

In setting up the timing of these triggers, the injected beam is observed through the pick-
up electrode circuitry. The vernier delay on the voltage monitor pulse and the injector timing
pulse are then adjusted, working one against the other, until a good circulating beam, extending
approximately half way around the machine, and having maximum survival is obtained. The
sketch below indicates the sequence of the injection pulse and the inflector voltage.

Inflector
Voltage \ Injection

Pulse

time
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Note that the length of the circulating pulse is determined by the rising edge of the injection
pulse and the falling edge of the inflector voltage, as indicated by the shaded area. The time
extent of this area corresponds to approximately one-half the revolution period. For further
details of the inflector voltage waveform and injected pulse, see the accompanying section on the
Van de Graaff and inflector. Shortly after the inflector is fired, two timing pulses are required
for the rf system One of these releases the AGC on the power amplifier allowing the gap
voltage to build up exponentially to its required level. The other triggers the programmed phase
shifter. The exact timing of these triggers is determined by observing the best capture and
acceleration of the electrons. At phase transition, two triggers are required: the first to rapidly
advance the phase of the rf approximately 90 degrees to change the accelerating point from the
rising side to the falling side of the rf voltage. The second trigger is required to reverse the
sense of the radial position phase shifter. Both of these triggers are adjusted to give best
acceleration and least loss of electrons at phase transition.

A few additional triggers are required during this sequence. A trigger at to is used to
open a gate tube between the inflector power supply and the inflector plates shorting thyratron.
Another set of delayed triggers turn off the various correcting lens sawtooth voltages. A timing
pulse is required just before injection to return the bi-stable flip-flop controlling the sense of
radial position phase shifter to its initial position. Within the inflector supply, the guide field
supply, programmed phase shifter, and AVC circuit, are univibrators which turn these circuits
off at 5 or 6 milliseconds, and return them to the initial operating condition. The complete
sequence of events is shown in Fig. (not available).
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Vacuum System

. The physical layout of the vacuum system is discussed in the section on that system.
Some bf^the control features are as follows: all valves are manually operated except the
automatic fore valve which is air-operated and serves to separate the fore vacuum pump from the
manifold to the mercury diffusion pumps. Limit switches on all valves indicate valve position
and are used for interlocking. The power for the sixteen diffusion pumps is fed through two
main contactors to individual contactors for each pump.

All vacuum pumps are interlocked by individual appropriate flow switches. In addition,
diffusion pumps are interlocked by thermostats on the associated baffles and by the open
microswitch on the associated fore valve. The only vacuum interlock in the system is a
thermocouple gauge set to open at 150 microns and located in the fore vacuum manifold. This
gauge interlocks all diffusion pumps and the automatic fore valve. This last interlock is by-
passed automatically when all diffusion pump toggle switches are in the off position to permit
rough pumping on the manifold and diffusion pumps. The automatic fore valve is also
interlocked by the fore pump running and the fore line baffle thermostat.

A mutual interlock will turn off all diffusion pumps if any one pump trips out. This
interlock is automatically by-passed for any particular pump when its high vacuum valve is
closed. This arrangement prevents a faulty pump from short-circuiting (vacuum wise) other
pumps and yet permits individual pump warm-up and test. For momentary power failures, of
10 seconds or less, system operations will automatically be restored, when power returns. For
longer failures, the system will lock-out and requires manual reset.

All units in the vacuum system are operated by local on-off switches with master
emergency "off" switches at the console. In a rack near the console are located an assortment
of lights which indicate the condition of operation of the components of this system. Also,
located in this rack are chassis for the fore vacuum interlock thermocouple and ionization gauges.
The ionization gauges chassis includes a self-protecting circuit by use of an overload type relay.
As such, they are not tied into the controls of the vacuum system, but are used as vacuum
protection for the Van de Graaff, inflector, etc. as already mentioned.

Power

The fore vacuum pump is the only device in the Analogue requiring 440 volt power. All
other components are run from 208 volts 3 phase or 120 volts single phase. Primary power
distribution is made on a far wall of the Analogue building. The main contactors located here
supply bulk power to the Van de Graaff, diffusion pumps, high voltage power supply for the rf,
convenience outlets, and to the console area. At the console area, this power is fed through
branch circuit breakers to local components. The original estimated load was 70 kVA of the 208
volt power. Available transformers were installed with a capacity of 150 kVA. Load
measurements indicate a total of __?__kVA under full operation.
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Convenience outlets are generously scattered around the machine with particular
emphasis in the control.area. The total number is approximately 80 duplex outlets and this
arrangement has proven extremely useful.

A single ground point was established by a two inch galvanized pipe driven into the
ground to extend 10 feet into the water table. All grounding is done back to this point including
the center of the wye secondary power transformers. All equipment frame grounds and coaxial
cable grounds eventually find their way back to this central ground point. Care was taken to
avoid ground loops in cables between electronic gear.
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PART II

9. RF ACCELERATION SUMMARY
G.K. Green and E.C. Raka

I. Beam Capture in a Static Guide Field

The self-excited rf system was initially tried about one month after the first beam was
injected into the machine. In the static guide field it was possible to capture and keep the beam
bunched for over 2 msec, with little adjustment of the circuit parameters. An initial gap voltage
of 40 volts peak was used. There was no evidence that the radial correction loop was operating
since disabling it had no effect on the beam. Evidence of phase oscillations could be seen on the
signal from a radial pick-up electrode.

No further work was done with the rf system until after the static resonances were
completely explored. Then, with dc on the lenses, the beam was bunched and carried out to 5
msec with a maximum of 40 volts peak on the gap. The beam intensity exhibited a gradual
tailing off which was attributed to gas scattering. A similar pattern appeared on the gap voltage
since the gap level AGC loop was not operating. This capture and bunching was again
accomplished without the aid of the radial phase correction loop.

Attempts to increase the initial gap voltage only led to greater initial beam loss and
consequently lower gap voltages later on in the cycle. When gap voltages of over 100 volts were
obtained, beam survival was less than 1 msec and strange fluctuations in the envelope of the sum
and position electrode signals began to appear about 20 microseconds and 60 microseconds after
injection. These variations also appeared on the rf envelope and depended to some extent on the
injected beam intensity and duration.

With dc on the guide field lenses, the various phase angles at which the beam was
captured were found by varying the 2 microsecond manual delay line. Four positions, all about
180° apart at 7 me were found; two giving evidence of larger amplitude phase oscillations than
the other two, each pair being 360° apart.

II. Accelerating in a Rising Guide Field

A. The first attempt at accelerating the beam was made by superimposing on one of
the dc lens supplies a sawtooth voltage from one of the quadrupole lens generators at a sweep
rate of about 3 kV/msec. With the rf system activated, the beam was accelerated for 1 msec at
which time the sawtooth was allowed to tail off slowly. With the rf disconnected, the beam
would coast for only 200 microseconds. It was not necessary to use the phase correction loop
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or the programmed phase change to achieve this acceleration since the energy, and hence
frequency change, was quite small. The maximum peak gap voltage during acceleration was 100
volts. It was still not possible to obtain higher gap voltages without producing increased beam
loss early in the acceleration cycle. An external source of rf frequency was applied to the gap
at various voltages and on some pulses the beam was captured. However, above 20 or 30 volts
peak amplitude (now constant for 5 msec) the beam survival time would decrease, as well as the
beam amplitude.

Still using only a single quadrupole sawtooth generator, with a pulse of 1.5 msec
duration, it was possible to accelerate the beam for the period, with 100 or more volts peak on
the gap, by using most of the dc correcting voltages, i.e., quadrupoles, sextupoles, and kickers.
Under straight dc operation and with these corrections, it was possible to start out with 500 volts
peak and hold the beam for 5 msec; the final gap voltage for this condition was 10 volts. It was
possible to vary the time from injection at which the rf would build up but this resulted in no
significant improvement in the overall amplitude of the captured beam. With the radial
correction loop connected and the quad sawtooth energized, the beam was accelerated for 1.5
msec with only about 50% loss in intensity. During this time the gap voltage varied from 500
volts down to 200 volts since the AGC loop was still inoperative. This represented the best
obtainable beam with the small rise rate provided by the quadrupole generator. The next step
was to connect the 30 kV sawtooth supply and remove the dc supplies.

B. With a rise rate of about 10 kV/ms the injected beam coasted about 20
microseconds. When the rf was turned on the beam survived about 100 microseconds without
any radial or programmed phase shifts. Insertion of the radial phase shifter did not help,
indicating that it still was not functioning properly. Next, the programmed phase shifter (two
phase shifters in cascade) was activated and some beam accelerated to 800 microseconds. This
corresponded to about the energy at which phase transition should occur. The gap voltage was
over 500 volts for the entire period although the beam amplitude at 800 microseconds was quite
small. Most of the loss took place during the first 100 microseconds.

In order to obtain a better signal-to-noise ratio in the radial position signal circuit, tuned
preamplifiers were installed. One was connected to the outside electrode in tank No. 3 and a
second was connected to the inside electrode in tank No. 4. Each of the remaining electrodes
of the pair was grounded. Although this change, plus other minor changes, gave a clearer
signal, the circuit still would not control the rf phase properly. At this point, measurements of
the incremental phase shifts in the entire rf chain were made with the aid of a precision 0.2
microsecond delay line and a wideband, dual trace, scope. First the Aq> from the output of the
low level amplifier through the P.A. to the gap was measured in 100 kc steps from 6.6 me to
7.0 me. A linear variation was obtained and the total A<p was about 48° for 300 and 500 volts
peak on the gap. Next, the change in phase shift through the low level amplifier, with the phase
shift circuits disabled, was measured. Again a nearly linear variation was found with a total of
about 16°. The A<p for the line from the low level amplifier to the P.A. was found to be about
7° and a similar value was found for the cable from the preamplifier to the low level amplifier.
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Measurement of the change in phase shift vs bias current for the three phase shift
networks were taken at a frequency of 7 me. An attempt was made to measure Atp for a tuned
and an untuned preamplifier by feeding a signal in on one of the guide field lenses adjacent to
the sum pick-up electrode. It was not possible to obtain consistent results with the experimental
setup used although many variations were tried. The conclusion drawn from all the phase shift
measurements was that the rf circuits, exclusive of the preamplifiers, were not responsible for
the difficulties encountered in accelerating the beam.

The phase shift measurements just described were made with a signal generator as the
source of the rf. A measurement of the relative phase shift between the signal from the wide
band preamplifier and the gap voltage was also made under normal operating conditions. A
phase change of over 90° occurring in about five microseconds was observed at 20 microseconds
from injection and another phase bump of somewhat less amplitude occurred at 54 microseconds.
These times corresponded to the points where considerable amplitude variations in the signal
from the sum preamplifier occurred. The output of the wideband preamplifier was used to drive
the rf system but, although the amplitude fluctuations were reduced considerably, no
improvement in beam intensity was obtained. Since the output of this preamplifier was not
sufficient to obtain adequate gap voltage, a tuned preamplifier was installed at the sum pick-up
electrode in order to minimize the effect of the amplitude gyrations.

C. Using the programmed phase shift circuit, a small amount of beam was carried
out to 1 millisecond and beyond. This was close enough to the phase transition energy to try out
the phase jump circuit. At this time ii was realized that the programmed phase jump designed
into the system was of the wrong sign. Since two of three phase shifters were used in the
programmed circuit and the other for the radial correction loop, none were available for jumping
the phase in the proper direction. An attempt to accelerate the beam out to the transition energy
with a single phase shifter in the programmed circuit fell short by about 200 microseconds.
However, since the radial position circuit was not being used, its phase shifter was reconnected
to provide a maximum phase jump of about 90°. Then, with the programmed circuit carrying
the beam out to transition the phase jump was inserted and the beam successfully accelerated for
about 300 microseconds beyond the transition point. The phase jump was inserted about 150
microseconds before the transition point.

During this time the AGC loop in the P.A. had been inoperative. After some revision,
satisfactory operation was obtained, making it possible to accelerate nearly 10% of the beam
through the phase transition point to the end of the guide field cycle. The latter was extended
to about 3 milliseconds after injection and the beam accelerated to nearly 6 MeV fairly
consistently. Next, a programmed turn on for the P,A. was incorporated in the AGC loop.

This permitted a smooth buildup of the rf envelope to be obtained as the gain control
loop came into operation. This increased the overall stability of operation and increased the
beam intensity slightly.
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The following facts were then observed. It was possible to accelerate about 15% of the
injected beam up to the transition energy region but using the maximum phase jump of 90° did •
not carry the beam beyond transition. Further investigation showed that the gap voltage was only
250 volts peak. Some readjustment of the controls was necessary to obtain a gap voltage of 400
volts and this resulted in a decrease in the beam intensity to 10% of the injected value. Under
these conditions (the same as for the earlier success) the beam was carried through transition to
the end of the cycle. Returning to the conditions where the beam out to transition was larger but
the peak gap voltage lower (about 300), it was possible to carry some beam out to 400 or 500
microseconds beyond transition by lowering the amplitude of the phase jump to roughly half the
maximum value of 90°. The stability and reproducibility of the beam under these conditions
were much poorer than with the larger gap voltage. Another rather interesting fact is that, with
the lower gap voltage, several beam pulses were observed to last for 4 to 5 hundred
microseconds after transition without the phase jump being introduced. There were only a few
of these and it was not possible to reproduce them or to determine under what conditions they
would occur.

D. While the above-mentioned work was going on, a completely new radial position
circuit was designed, buili, rebuilt, and checked out. A radial difference signal, that behaved
properly when the beam was allowed to coast in the rising guide field, was finally obtained.
When this was connected to one of the phase shifters, the beam was carried out to about 1
millisecond on the radial error signal alone. In combination with the two programmed phase
shifters, the phase correction loop would carry the beam out to the transition energy. Also, by
using the radial signal to drive a pair of phase shifters, the beam could be carried out to the
transition point. Application of the phase jump caused loss of the beam since the sense of the
position information was not reversed. In addition to much more stable operation, the radial
correction loop also increased the amount of beam carried out to transition to nearly 20% of the
injected beam.

By programming a single phase shifter, and using a single phase shifter in the radial
correction loop, about 25 % of the beam was carried out to the transition energy. The third phase
shifter was connected to jump the phase and, when the sense reversal circuit for the radial signal
was perfected, the entire system was tried for the first time. This trial met with immediate
success and all the beam that was carried up to transition survived for the full acceleration cycle
of 3 milliseconds total (phase transition occurring at about 1300 microseconds). The rf gap
voltage was about 300 volts peak and the phase jump about 50° to 70°. The beam was very
stable and it was observed that the phase jump and radial signal sense reversal could be
performed in a ±100 microsecond region centered about 1100 microseconds without beam loss
occurring.

The next step was to insert some programmed quadrupole and sextupole voltages. With
some combinations of these voltages it was possible to capture and accelerate for the full cycle
over 50% of the injected beam. This indicates that possibly acceleration in the absence of
correcting voltages was driving some of the beam into resonances during the early part of the
cycle.
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10. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
E.C. Raka

A. Adjustment of Injection Parameters

1. Matching the size and divergence of the beam to the admittance of the machine.
The size of the beam can be estimated on flag No.3. No suitable accurate means are available
for measuring thfc angular divergence of various portions of the beam. Several approaches were
tried but none gave consistently logical results. Courant analyzed the problem of matching the
admittance of the machine using the avaibWe elements and copclnded that it was not possible.
A compromise solution was adopted so that the beam is focused in front of the No. 1 focus
magnet by the Van de Graaff. The No. 1 focus magnet then refocuses the beam beyond the No.
2 focusing magnet. The latter intercepts the beam and focuses it at the inflector. That the final
result is satisfactory is evidenced by the ease with which coherent betatron oscillations during the
first few revolutions can be seen on the pick-up electrode preamplifiers.

Measurements on April 15, 1955 indicated a beam current of about 13 mA into the
inflector and a current of 16.5 mA back at the first viewer box. The accuracy of these figures
is not known since no correction was made for secondaries.

2. Injecting on the equilibrium orbit.

It has often been possible, by adjustment of the various steering and focusing currents, to obtain
an injected beam that exhibits essentially zero amplitude horizontal and vertical betatron
oscillations. When this condition is not obtainable, the trouble has usually been corrected by
readjusting the current and the relative orientation of the No. 2 focusing magnet. This procedure
has always been one of trial and error since the circulating beam is the only available means of
observation.

An investigation of the range of the static guide field voltage vs inflector voltage for three
different injection angles was made. A width i l . 5 % for inflector voltage in the range 19.5 to
22 kV was obtained at the 1 MeV injection energy.

B. Investigation of the Static Equilibrium Orbit

1. Visual observation on the first revolution

It has been possible to locate the center of the first turn beam in nine tanks to within ±
0.05" or better. In five other tanks the position of the beam can be estimated to about the same
accuracy. Since the flags are about 0.4 betatron wavelengths apart, and since no usable
information on the location of the second or further turns has been obtained, it has not been
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possible to make a quantitative estimate of the nature of the equilibrium orbit using visual
observations. The principal use of the flags has been to aid in assuring that the beam is
circulating at least once, and in observing the nature of the injected beam.

2. One additional use has been made of the vertical finger flags. By employing them as
aperture stops, the minimum and maximum vertical aperture used by the circulating beam at two
different operating points has been determined. The results of such a measurement taken in
July, 1955 has been plotted. These measurements show, as expected, that when operating near
a vertical integral resonance, the required aperture increases considerably. The accuracy of these
measurements is probably around ± 0.02 inches. It would be interesting to repeat this
measurement when the machine is reassembled.

3. Measurement of shift in equilibrium orbit when kicker electrodes are energized.

The results of these measurements are well summarized in LJL-9.

C. Investigation of Static Orbital Resonances

1. Effect of guide field and sextupole voltages on betatron oscillation frequencies.

Under a static guide field, a swing of 180 volts out of about 6700 is possible. This swing
encompasses a change in AV of 'A, i.e., from 6.25 to 6.75. A 200 volt change in guide field
for a 1 MeV injected beam alters the position of the equilibrium orbit by 0.024 inches. Insertion
of some even sextupole voltages increased the guidefield range to 250 volts. A 3% change in
guide field produces a change in orbit radius which corresponds to a change in orbit n of 7 parts
in 225. The insertion of the quadratic fields produced by the sextupoles makes the betatron
frequencies a function of the oscillation amplitude. This makes the change in wavelength less
sensitive to changes in guide field voltage and increased, 250 volts, the range over which a
circulating beam was obtained.

Since the location of a resonance line depends sharply on the guide field voltage, a series
of measurements were made to determine the combination of sextupole voltages that would
minimize this dependence. This was necessary because the guide field supplies had poor long-
time stability which made the reproducibility of resonance measurements impossible unless the
guide field was monitored continuously. The measurements consisted of keeping one quadrupole
group at zero and tracing the location of the horizontal or vertical v -6l/2 resonance with the
other set of quadrupoles when the guide field was changed by 100 volts. This was done for
various values of quadrupole voltage and the change in quadrupole voltage plotted as a function
of the sextupole voltage.
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Since it was not possible to obtain a combination of sextupole voltages that would make
the change in location of both the resonances completely independent of a 100 volt change in
guide field, a compromise value of + 300 volts on the odd sextupole lenses was chosen.

With this setting it was possible to move over to the H-61/2 resonance line and obtain a
lock-in on an equilibrium orbit that closed in two revolutions.

2. Exploration of integral, half integral, and subresonances without nonlinearities.

This work is covered in EDC-20. A search for the sum resonance line without kickers
and sextupole voltages was made later. It was quite difficult to find this line due to pulse-to-
pulse jitter in injection conditions. A recheck on this might be performed in the future.

3. In the case of the horizontal 6th and 7th integral resonances, appropriate settings for
the harmonic corrections were easily obtained. The best settings for the individual vertical
kickers was obtained by noting the values necessary to minimize the 6th and 7th integral
bandwidths and then computing from these values a new set of values by a linear combination.
A small amount of empirical trimming was necessary to obtain a satisfactory compromise for the
two bandwidths. With these corrections applied, reductions in the widths of the integral
stopbands by factors of two and three were obtained, Fig. 45.

Another plot of the location of the resonances in the Q+, Q" plane was made employing
the harmonic kicker corrections and the best setting of the sextupole voltage for minimum
dependence on the guide field voltage. The results appear in LS-1. The principal difference
from the earlier plot, besides the narrower integral bandwidths, was the appearance of one-third
integral resonance lines and the occurrence of beam loss at some points along these lines. Also,
the sum resonance was established as one that caused 100% beam loss. No evidence of a
difference resonance was observed.

4. The effect of sextupole and octupole voltages on the various resonances are reported
in LS-1. It was definitely established that the loss occurring at the one third integral resonances
was due to the 19th and 20th harmonic of the quadratic field introduced by the kickers and/or
the sextupoles. It was possible to deliberately introduce even and odd harmonics of these
quadratic fields and produce varying amounts of beam loss at the 6-1/3 or 6-2/3 resonance lines.
Even and odd harmonics of cubic fields (produced by the octupoles) were also introduced in an
attempt to excite the 1/4 integral resonances and produce beam loss. Although the characteristic
1/4 integral scope patterns were obtainable little or no beam loss occurred at these points.
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RESONANCE DIAGRAM vs. QUADRUPOLE VOLTAGES
DATA TAKEN FROM ELECTRON ANALOGUE JULY 28, 1955

( WITH OPTIMUM SETTINGS OF KICKERS 3 SEXTUPOLES )

HEAVY LINE SEGMENTS
INDICATE REGIONS OF

NO BEAM

O VERT RESONANCES

A HORIZ RESONANCES

+ SUM RESONANCES

9,1ft OR ¥ BEAM LOSS

Fig. 45 Resonance diagram.
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By introducing even and odd harmonics of the quadratic fields, in this case the sextupoles,
it was also possible to trace the super resonances 2vv+vh = 19 and 2v,+vh = 20 around the
Q+, Q" plane, since sharp beam loss occurred along these lines.

The character of the static resonances seems to be well established though the effect of
the sextupole and octupole field on the i\2 integral resonances could be redone (i.e., do they
merely move the resonance to another point or do they eliminate it completely in those cases
where they appear to aid the beam survival).

2. The dynamic results are as described in LS-1 for the vertical 6l/2 resonance line. For
the sum resonance it was possible to cross the region with varying degrees of survival depending
upon the rate and upon the amount of sextupole and kicker voltage employed. With the latter
at their optimum values, rates of 30 V//ts or greater were necessary in the region vH<6.5,
vv>6.5 while it was not possible to cross the sum line for vH>6.5, vv<6.5 without some
octupole voltage.

The results of the integral resonances are as discussed in LS-1. There is one isolated case
of some beam survival in crossing the V-6 line at Q = O , Q+=-430 in the positive direction at
rates > 60V/j*s, while no survival at the maximum rate 100V//!iS was obtained in crossing in the
negative direction.

Horizontal 61/2 lock-ins, obtained with the odd sextupoles excited, were swept through
at 10V//ts with no change in beam loss. Usually this half integral line could be crossed with the
same or smaller loss than what was obtained under the static conditions.

The results on the 1/3 integral resonances are described in LS-1. Since there was no static
loss at the one quarter integral resonance no systematic investigation of them was made. A few
photos showing the crossing of 1/4 as well as 1/3 integral vertical lines were obtained.
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